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ABSTRACT 

LIGHTNING LOCATION IN A COLORADO THUNDERSTORM 

ty 

Donald R. MacGorman 

The method of acoustically reconstructing lightning channels 

from thunder recorded with a small array of microphones (having a base 

line of about 50 m) is relatively slow (about 70 hours per lightning 

flash). We examine another method, which we have called thunder 

ranging, that does not provide as many points on the lightning channel 

but is considerably faster (about 2 hours per lightning flash). In 

this technique, the ranges of a source of a thunder pulse, 0.1-2 sec 

long, (also called a clap) to three, noncollinear microphones, sepa¬ 

rated by distances on the order of 1 km, are measured manually from an 

analogue oscillogram. From these ranges, the coordinates of the chan¬ 

nel segment generating the pulse can be calculated. We discuss the 

sources and typical magnitudes of errors in this calculation. In the 

1972 Colorado experiment, from which our data was taken, the error in 

the calculated location of a channel segment is typically within 15 % 

of its range. 

We plot the location of twenty lightning flashes occurring 

between 18:07 MDT and 18:30 MDT in a multi-cell storm on 25 July 1972. 

These plots are superimposed on radar reflectivity contours in order 

to study ways in which lightning and storm structure are related. As 

in earlier acoustic studies (e,g.. Teer and Few,1974), the lightning 



channels are predominantly horizontal. They occur in a relatively thin 

layer; 40-50 % of the calculated locations are between 4 km and 5 km 

above the ground; 70-80 % are between 3-5 km and 5*5 km. The narrower 

layer is completely above the 0° C isotherm in the cloud. 

Two other conclusions are tentative, since they are based on 

fewer observations, (l) The lightning channels seem to avoid regions 

of heavy rainfall 10.4 mm hr--*-, as determined by 10-cm radar) and 

often extend long distances into regions from which the echo is less 

than 30 dBZ. (2) Lightning is roughly aligned, having two possible 

correlations with the storm: the channels often parallel radar reflec¬ 

tivity contours, and they point from the region around the array spread 

toward regions into which a radar contour is expanding. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thunderstorm Structure 

The object in studying lightning structure is to understand 

better how lightning relates to the thunderstorm in which it occurs. 

Since this requires some knowledge of the thunderstorm itself, we will 

review some basic concepts about thunderstorms. 

Thunderstorms are, by definition, storms in which there is 

thunder; therefore, they also have lightning, the generator of thunder. 

Usually, the term "thunderstorm" is reserved for a storm that contains 

precipitation at some stage in its life. Beyond these basic require¬ 

ments, thunderstorms vary considerably. For example, they can occur 

singly or in large, complex groups; they can be entirely below the 

freezing level or climb above the tropopause. 

There is some similarity among many thunderstorms, however, so 

attempts at morphology may be made. Byers and Braham (1949)t based on 

the Thunderstorm Project of 1946-47, is still a standard reference on 

storm structure and dynamics, at least for storms in the coastal and 

central United States. In this work, the basic unit in thunderstorm 

morphology is the cell. A thunderstorm can consist of one cell or 

many, but the evolution of each cell is similar in both cases, having 

three stages: (l) the cumulus stage, (2) the mature stage, and (3) the 

dissipating stage. We will now examine some of the characteristics of 

each stage (drawn from Byers and Braham. 1949). 
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1.1.1 The Cumulus Stage 

Thunderstorm cells begin as one or more cumulus clouds, but few 

cumulus clouds become thunderstorm cells. Whether this potential thun¬ 

derstorm cell, which has no echo on a 10-cm radar, grows to the mature 

stage depends on the atmospheric conditions around it. Assuming that 

conditions are favorable, updrafts begin feeding the cell, causing 

rapid vertical growth. When the growth passes above the freezing level 

in the atmosphere, it becomes detectable by 10-cm radar. As the cell 

continues to grow vertically, solid hydrometeors appear at the higher 

altitudes. 

The cumulus stage is characterized by updrafts throughout the 

cell; there are no organized downdrafts inside the cell. Figure 1.1 

schematically shows the cumulus stage with its updraft. (The figure is 

simplified by showing a symmetrical velocity profile, which is not 

realistic.) The fastest updrafts occur at higher altitudes late in 

this stage and sometimes reach 15 m sec-'*'. The temperature in the up¬ 

draft is warmer than in the surrounding environment at the same level, 

the greatest anomaly being in the fastest updrafts. This is shown by 

the dotted lines in Figure 1.1, Air surrounding the cell flows hori¬ 

zontally inward and mixes with the air in the cell. This inflow is 

called entrainment. 

During the cumulus stage, hydrometeors continually grow larger. 

Initially, they are supported by the updraft, but eventually they be¬ 

come too heavy and fall downward, initiating the mature stage. The 

time from the appearance of the first radar echo to the initiation of 
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Figure 1.1s A schematic diagram of the cumulus stage of a typical 
thunderstorm cell (from Byers and Braham. 19^9). The symmetry- 
shown is not realistic. The dotted lines are isotherms. 
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the mature stage typically is ten to fifteen minutes. During this 

time, the visible cloud top climbs to 8 or 9 km above the ground. 

1.1.2 The Mature Stage 

The mature stage is said to have begun when the first rain 

reaches the ground. This stage is characterized by the existence of 

both a downdraft and an updraft in the cell. The updraft can increase 

in magnitude during the mature stage, reaching local values of up to 

30 m sec . The downdrafts are smaller, larger downdrafts being about 

12 m sec . At the ground, the vertical motion in the downdraft trans¬ 

forms into horizontal motion, which diverges outward from the region of 

rainfall. As this stage progresses, the downdraft spreads horizontally 

and vertically until it covers the lower boundary of simpler cells, 

initiating the dissipating stage. 

The structure of the mature stage is shown schematically in Fig¬ 

ure 1.2, with the wind field showing a region of updraft and a region 

of downdraft, as discussed above. The figure also shows another fea¬ 

ture of the mature stage, a negative temperature anomaly associated 

with the region of downdraft. The updraft still has a positive temper¬ 

ature anomaly. 

The mature stage usually lasts fifteen to thirty minutes. It is 

during this stage that hail occurs and the cell reaches its maximum 

height (typically about 12 km above ground). In multi-cell storms, the 

maximum height of later cells is greater than for earlier cells. 

1.1.3 The Dissipating Stage 

When the downdraft spreads completely across the lower regions 
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Figure 1.2s The mature stage of a typical thunderstorm cell (from 
Byers and Braham. 19%)* (See caption for Figure 1.1.) 
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of updraft, the dissipating stage “begins. The downdraft continues to 

grow until it fills the cell or until there is little vertical motion. 

The resulting decrease in the amount of inflow and updraft also de¬ 

creases the amount of water released in the cell. Thus, rainfall is 

lighter during this stage. The downdraft “becomes weaker, and the nega¬ 

tive temperature anomaly decreases until the temperature in the cell 

approaches its value in the surrounding air at the same level. The 

structure during this stage is shown schematically in Figure 1.3 for a 

time when the cell is still well defined. It is difficult to assign an 

end to this stage. 

1.2 The Electrical Nature of Thunderstorms 

The charge distribution in a thunderstorm usually is described 

as a dipole, with positive charge generally above negative charge. 

This was first noted by Wilson (1916) and Wilson (1920) and later con¬ 

firmed by many observers, including Appleton et al. (1927), Schonland 

and Craib (192?), Wormell (1927), and Simpson and Scrase (1937)- Fig¬ 

ure 1.4 shows a possible distribution of charge in thunderclouds, pre¬ 

sented by Malan (1963) from one of his earlier papers. The existence 

of the small, lower region of positive charge, shown in the figure, is 

still somewhat controversial; it may not exist in all, or even most, 

thunderstorms. 

The distribution shown in Figure 1.4 is predominantly vertical, 

and vertical distributions have been used traditionally. However, 

there has been some evidence that indicates the horizontal dimension of 

the charge distribution may predominate, at least in some storms. 
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Figure 1.3* The dissipating stage of a typical thunderstorm cell (from 
Byers and Braham. 19^9)» (See caption for Figure 1.1.) 



Figure 1.4s Distribution of charge in a typical thunderstorm, as 
deduced by Malan (1963). 
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Workroan et al. (19^2) found the horizontal structure of lightning was 

usually about three times larger than the vertical during three storms 

in New Mexico; this structure was deduced from measurements of electric 

field changes associated with lightning flashes. Using similar data, 

Ogawa and Brook (1969) also found that the horizontal components of 

lightning channels often exceed the vertical components, implying sig¬ 

nificant horizontal structure in the charge distribution. The acoustic 

reconstructions of lightning channels in Few (1970), Teer (1973)» Teer 

and Few (197^)» and- this thesis also show horizontal structure much 

larger than vertical structure. 

Each lightning flash neutralizes positive and negative charges. 

In thunderstorms, one end of the lightning channel is in the cloud, but 

the other can terminate on the ground, in clear air, in the same cloud, 

or in another cloud. Typically, a cloud-to-ground lightning flash con¬ 

sists of three or four component discharges, called strokes, occurring 

over 0.2 sec and neutralizing a total of tens of coulombs of charge 

(Uman. I969). 

Little is understood about how lightning relates to thunderstorm 

cells. These relationships can be divided into two groups: (l) how 

the cell separates charge, leading to lightning, and (2) how lightning 

affects large and small scale processes in thunderstorms. We will look 

briefly at each group of relationships. 

The lightning current in a thunderstorm, averaged over several 

minutes, is typically about 1 amp (Mason. 1971)• This is the current 

that must be generated by a thunderstorm in order for lightning to con¬ 

tinue. The debate over the charging mechanism is by no means settled. 
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Since most lightning occurs near or above the freezing level (see, for 

example, Teer and Few. 1974, and Workman et al.. 1942), some mechanisms 

utilize freezing processes to separate regions of charge. Moore et al. 

(i960), however, has reported lightning in tropical clouds everywhere 

below 0° G, and this report has been used to object to the class of 

theories requiring freezing. Freezing mechanisms are not disproved, 

however, and have not been abandoned (see, for example, Mason, I965). 

Other possible mechanisms include inductive charging in rainfall, such 

as proposed by Wilson (1929), and convective processes, as proposed by 

Vonnegut (1965). A discussion of several mechanisms is presented in 

Coroniti (1965) and in Mason (1971). 

There have been few cases observed in which lightning affected 

thunderstorm dynamics. Such observations have been fairly difficult, 

however, and there is a scarcity of data that would reveal any rela¬ 

tionships. One relationship has been reported by Moore et al. (1964), 

in which radar observations showed the growth of rain gushes immedi¬ 

ately following lightning in the region. Moore et al. (1964) suggests 

that the charge deposited on lightning channels will be deposited on 

droplets near the channel and that these droplets will then be at¬ 

tracted to the oppositely charged droplets around the channel, 

enhancing coalescence. Mason (1971) attacks this observation, and 

attempts to confirm it continue (Szymanski et al.. 1976). 

The study of detailed lightning structure can provide new data 

for all these aspects of the electrical nature of thunderstorms. It 

can provide information about the charge distribution; it can provide 
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additlonal data for testing and developing charging mechanisms; and, 

coupled with other measurements, it can reveal some of the effects of 

lightning on thunderstorm dynamics. 

1.3 Techniques for Determining Lightning Structure 

In addition to the acoustic techniques that will be described in 

this thesis, there are other techniques for determining lightning 

structure. These techniques cam be classified into two groups, based 

on the parameter that is measured: (l) techniques based on electric 

field change measurements and (2) techniques based on detection of 

radio frequency noise. 

Electric field change measurements provide only limited know¬ 

ledge of lightning structure, but until recently they were the only 

measurements that could determine any lightning structure inside thun¬ 

derclouds. All techniques based on electric field change measurements 

require several sensors operating simultaneously. If it is assumed 

that a field change is caused by neutralizing either small or spheri¬ 

cally symmetric regions of charge, equations for the field change are 

reasonably tractable; techniques for inverting the equations can be 

devised to determine the location and magnitude of the neutralized 

charge. 

The techniques based on electric field changes vary primarily in 

the number of sensors and in the method of inverting the equations. 

The number of sensors determines, to some extent, the lightning that 

can be studied. There must be seven sensors to determine the magnitude 

and Cartesian coordinates of two equal, but opposite, charges neutral- 
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Ized in an intracloud discharge. Four sensors can determine the magni¬ 

tude and location of the charge neutralized in a cloud-to-ground light¬ 

ning flash. Fewer sensors can be used if additional assumptions are 

made about the lightning; Ogawa and Brook (1969) were able to study 

cloud-to-ground lightning using two electric field sensors and the time 

of arrival of thunder, by making assumptions about the lightning. 

Usually, mathematical techniques are used to invert the equa¬ 

tions (e,g., Krehbiel et al.. 197*0• However, Workman et al. (l9*+2) 

used an ingenious mechanical device for manipulating the location of 

one or two charges to match the values of the field measured at each 

sensor (they used eight sensors). 

The magnitude of the errors in this class of techniques is not 

well understood. Sometimes, the existence of a solution consistent 

with redundant measured field changes is cited as evidence that it is 

reasonable to assume small or spherical charge regions are neutralized. 

Krehbiel et al. (197*0 made an initial attempt at identifying experi¬ 

mental errors, but not the suitability of the model. The model usually 

is used to approximate individual lightning strokes, and in this appli¬ 

cation it may well be adequate. However, a complete lightning flash 

usually taps a larger region of charge than one stroke, so that the 

model probably should not be used to approximate a complete flash. 

The second class of techniques is those based on detection of 

noise pulses in the radio frequencies at an array of antennas. This 

class can be further divided into techniques using large arrays, with a 

distance between antennas on the order of 10 km, and small arrays, with 
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a distance on the order of 10 m. In both cases, a location for the 

source of a noise pulse is calculated from the different arrival times• 

of the pulse at the antennas. 

There currently are two investigators using large arrays, C. L. 

Lennon and D. E. Proctor. Lennon (1975) has developed the LDAR system, 

which detects the radio pulses at five antennas and then calculates 

their azimuth, elevation, and range using a minicomputer. The 

resulting locations are plotted on a radar-like display. Thus far, 

there have been no published data from the system, so further descrip¬ 

tion is not possible 

Proctor (l9?l) uses five antennas arranged roughly in a cross, 

31 km by 40 km. This system has two disadvantages, both of which may 

be lessened in the future. First, it can record for only 250 msec at a 

time, precluding study of successive lightning flashes. Second, the 

data must be reduced manually in a process that takes more than eight 

man-months for a flash one-quarter second long. In spite of its disad¬ 

vantages, this system has yielded the sources of noise pulses as a 

function of time for several lightning flashes—a significant achieve¬ 

ment. Proctor (1971) concluded that the source of the VHF radio noise 

from lightning channels is breakdown processes, since the sources he 

located were only in regions of new channel growth at any given time. 

There is one investigator using small arrays of antennas. 

Taylor (1976) employed four antennas, three separated horizontally by 

about 14 m and two separated a similar distance vertically (personal 

communication). Fast logic techniques are vised to determine the azi- 
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muth and elevation angles at which a pulse arrives; the range cannot he 

determined with one array. With another array about 20 km away, range 

could be determined through later analysis, at least for groups of 

sources. This technique quickly provides a two dimensional view of 

lightning and of the sequence of channel growth, and it has the ability 

to find the third dimension later. The technique is fairly new; no 

reconstructed lightning channels have been published from it yet. 

We now will turn to acoustic techniques for locating lightning 

channels. Our purpose will be twofold: 

1. To examine thunder ranging, a technique for lightning loca¬ 

tion first developed by Few (1974), and to test its results 

with those obtained by lightning reconstruction, an estab¬ 

lished technique; 

2. To examine some lightning locations superimposed on radar 

reflectivity contours of the storm in order to find patterns 

in the lightning structure and in its relation to the storm. 

Before looking at thunder ranging, however, we will look at the experi¬ 

ment that produced the data for this thesis. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

2.1 The Location 

The data used in this thesis were taken by the Thor group of 

Rice University in cooperation with the 1972 National Hail Research 

Experiment (NHRE), sponsored by the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research (NCAR). The Thor experiment was located near New Raymer, 

Colorado. The topography around the experiment is shown in Figure 2.1. 

For the 1972 experiment, three arrays, each containing four mi¬ 

crophones, were spread out approximately in a right triangle. Arrays 2 

and 3 were near fences and permanent landmarks and so were easily sur¬ 

veyed to within ±20 m and ±5 m, respectively. Unfortunately this was 

not true of array 1; it was located across a line of hills from the 

other two and had no reference points nearby. 

During the unusually hectic summer, one quick attempt was made 

at surveying array 1 by triangulating from three distant landmarks. 

The angles obtained in this attempt failed to close on one point for 

the array. However, by assuming there was a fixed error in the deter¬ 

mination of north for the angles measured at each location, the survey 

could be closed to within ±50 m in the north coordinate and ±100 m in 

the east coordinate. The resulting spread of arrays is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 

The four microphones in each array were laid out in a square 

with sides 50 m long. Two sides of the square were parallel to mag- 
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right was the location of some of the NHRE experiments in 19?2. 
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netic north. (The magnetic declination at the array sites was about 

12.77° easterly.) The microphones were labeled by numbering them 

clockwise around the array, beginning with the northeast comer. An 

electric field change meter and the array control box were located near 

the center of the array. The arrangement of the arrays is shown in 

Figure 2.3. 

2.2 Thor Equipment and Data Flow 

The two sensing transducers in this experiment were the micro¬ 

phone and the electric field change meter (EFM). The microphones were 

Globe Î00G capacitor microphones, flat to within 3 dB from 0.1 Hz to 

500 Hz. The EFM had an RC time constant on the order of 1 sec and was 

similar in concept to the slow antenna electric field meter developed 

by Kittagawa and Brook (i960). The antenna consisted of two, concen¬ 

tric, hemispherical aluminum shells, separated by about 2 cm. The 

electronics were sealed inside the cavity of the innermost hemisphere 

to protect them from moisture, and the whole assembly was mounted above 

the ground on a metal post. The EFM was used only to determine the 

time of lightning; it was not calibrated to provide absolute measure¬ 

ments of the electric field, although it has this capability. 

The signal from each microphone and from the EFM was transmitted 

by cable to an array control box. The control box provided power to 

the transducers from lead acid batteries and contained line drivers to 

send the signals from the array to a central base, again by cable. The 

signal from the EM was sent back to the central base with two gains to 

provide greater dynamic range. The cable from the array to the central 
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Figure 2.2: The thor array spread of 1972. It is shown as a right 
triangle as discussed in the text. 
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Figure 2.3* Arrangement of an array in 1972. The microphones are in 
a square aligned along geomagnetic north. 
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base consisted of fourteen twisted pairs. 

The central base was housed in a truck, where operators could 

monitor the incoming signals. Before recording the signals, the opera¬ 

tors could give the microphone signals from each array a gain ranging 

from 1 to 100 and could filter out low frequency noise (caused by 

wind). The operators also chose either the high- or low-gain EFM sig¬ 

nal from each array for recording and could give it an additional gain. 

Each microphone signal was recorded on two channels with independent 

gains. Timing signals were provided by a Chrono-log Series 4,000 time 

code generator, set to Greenwich Mean Time from station W¥V before the 

storm. 

The recording system was a Texas Instruments Digital Field 

System (DFS), which contained an analogue-to-digital (A-D) converter 

and a digital recorder, recording on 1 inch tape. The A-D converter 

could handle 32 channels with 14 bit resolution. The operator could 

choose a sample rate and recording speed of either 1,000 sec and 

-1 -1 -1 
90 in. sec or 500 sec and 45 in. sec- . During the summer of 1972, 

the 500 sec sample rate was used, except on 22 June. The channel 

assignments for the recorder are shown in Table 2.1. 

Since the recorder used tape fairly rapidly, it usually was not 

run for more than one or two minutes at a time. The system was 

designed so that the recorder could be started manually or triggered by 

electric field changes and would continue recording for a predetermined 

period of time. To allow this, two more steps were placed in the data 

flow: (l) an analogue record was made on a Southwestern Industrial 
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TABLE 2.1: Recording Channel Assignments 

Channel Source of Signal Channel Source of Signal 

First 1-4 Microphones, Array 3 13 EFM, Array 3 

Gain 5“8 Microphones, Array 2 14 EFM, Array 2 

9-12 Microphones, Array 1 15 EFM, Array 1 

16 Time Code 

Second 17-20 Microphones, Array 3 

Gain 21-24 Microphones, Array 2 

25-28 Microphones, Array 1 

Electronics oscillograph to provide a continuous record, and (2) the 

signal from the EFM was delayed 2.2 sec before it was recorded. 

2.3 Digitizing the Data 

Unfortunately, the format and tape used in recording on the DFS 

were incompatible with the tape drive on the SDS $2 computer used in 

data analysis. Thus, it was necessary to rewrite our data on tape com¬ 

patible with the SDS 92. To do this, we ran the data through the 

digital-to-analogue converter (D-A) in the DFS and then through a 

Raytheon 10-bit A-D converter connected to the SDS 92. The sample rate 

for the A-D converter was 1,000 sec . In order to improve the accu¬ 

racy of the D-A output for data initially recorded at a sample rate of 

500 sec , we fed the signal from both of the channels where it was re¬ 

corded on the DFS through an averaging circuit. This could be done 

only when the gain of the signal was the same on both channels, but 

this was usually the case. The averaging circuit was used on all data 

during the storm on 25 July. 
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2.4 Supporting Experiments 

There were several other experiments running in conjunction with 

the NHRE during 1972. We have used information from two of these, the 

Grover NCAR radar and the radiosonde network. The radar provided re¬ 

flectivity contours, showing us where precipitation occurred in the vi¬ 

cinity of the lightning channels we located. The radiosonde network 

furnished vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters, which we used in 

constructing a model atmosphere for ray tracing (described in the next 

chapter). We will briefly discuss these two experiments. 

The radar located at Grover was a dual wavelength system, con¬ 

sisting of a 10-cm radar and a J-cm radar. Since the data we used came 

from the 10-cm radar, only it will be discussed. The characteristics 

of the 10-cm radar are given in Table 2.2. The antenna could scan 

either azimuth or elevation. The echoes that were received were fed to 

digital averaging circuits having 200 range gates. The output of these 

circuits was stored on magnetic tape and also sent to a display system 

where it could be photographed. 

For the data we used, the radar scanned in azimuth (actually in 

TABLE 2.2s Characteristics of the NCAB 10-cm Radar 

Antenna Diameter 8.5 m 

Peak Transmitted Power 1 MW 

Beamwidth 1.0 deg 

Wavelength 10.7 cm 

Pulse Length 1.0 jAsec 

833 sec-^ Pulse Repitition Frequency 
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a raster scan), providing contours in the plan position indicator mode 

(PPl). The elevation angle of the scans increased slowly from 1° to 

the top of the radar echo, usually around 16°, and then re turned 

quickly to 1°. A scan during the upward part of the cycle was com¬ 

pleted in about 23 sec, during which its elevation angle increased 

between l/3° and 1°. A scan during the downward part of the cycle was 

completed in about 11 sec, during which its elevation angle decreased 

several degrees. An increase of 1° in elevation at Grover corresponded 

to an increase of about 900 m in altitude at the Thor site. Reflectiv¬ 

ity contours were displayed beginning at JO dBZ and increasing 10 dB 

per contour from the outermost contour. For general information about 

radars and how reflectivity contours can be interpreted, the reader is 

referred to the Appendix. 

There were three radiosonde stations around Thor, located at 

Grover, Sterling, and Fort Morgan. The Thor site lay near a line con¬ 

necting Grover and Sterling, about halfway between them. 

The radiosondes measured pressure, temperature, and relative 

humidity, from which mixing ratio and virtual temperature could be cal¬ 

culated, along with other thermodynamic parameters. From the hydro¬ 

static equation, the integrated height of each measurement was calcu¬ 

lated. For this calculation, a form of the hydrostatic equation from 

Haltiner and Martin (195?) 

g = -Rd Ty £(ln p) 

would be appropriate, where Sz is an altitude increment, g is the 
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acceleration of gravity, is the dry gas constant, Tv is the virtual 

tempera tiare, and p is the pressure. By measuring the change in eleva¬ 

tion and azimuth of the radiosonde and using the integrated height, the 

horizontal winds could then be determined. 
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3. THUNDER RANGING: A QUICK LOOK AT LIGHTNING STRUCTURE 

3.1 Theory for Lightning Reconstruction 

The purpose of this chapter is to compare thunder ranging with 

lightning reconstruction, a proven technique, in order to explore when 

thunder ranging may be used and with what degree of confidence. Thus, 

before developing the theory of ranging, it is appropriate to review 

the theory of reconstruction. For a detailed development of recon¬ 

struction, the reader is referred to Few (1970), Teer (1972), Teer 

(1973)» and Few and Teer (1974). 

Lightning reconstruction requires (l) a relatively small array 

(30 to 100 m on a side) of at least three, noncollinear microphones to 

determine the azimuthal and elevation angles from which a thunder pulse 

arrives and (2) an electric field change meter (EFM) to provide the 

time interval from lightning occurrence to the arrival of the pulse of 

thunder. During the 1972 Colorado experiment, an array of four micro¬ 

phones was deployed in a square, as described in Section 2.1; this 

allowed reconstruction even if one microphone failed to work. (Micro¬ 

phone failures were epidemic that summer.) 

There is a compromise involved in choosing the length of the 

array's baseline. For longer baselines, the thunder signal can change 

enough from one microphone to the next to made reconstruction analysis 

difficult. This was the case when the baseline was 100 m in an earlier 

experiment (Teer. 1973)» Shorter baselines, on the other hand, reduce 
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the angular resolution possible in measuring the direction of arrival 

of the thunder pulse. An array baseline of 50 m was used because it 

seemed about optimum. 

Reconstruction is performed in three steps, each of which will 

be discussed: 

1. For each microphone pair in the array, determine the time 

delay for thunder from a particular meso-scale segment of 

the lightning channel to travel from one microphone to the 

next; 

2. From the time delays, calculate the direction from which 

the thunder pulse arrived; 

3. Using the time the thunder pulse traveled to reach the 

array, provided by the EFM and the time code signal, re¬ 

trace an acoustic ray with the calculated initial angles 

through a model atmosphere to the point on the lightning 

channel where it originated. 

3.1.1 Determining the Time Delays 

The time delays are determined by a cross-correlation analysis 

that will now be described. Covariance is defined for the stationary 

random variables X(t) and Y(t) by 

a time interval T, an unbiased estimate of covariance is given by 
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*N-r 
0'„Y('r = r At) = (N - r)“ JCx(n At) Y(n At + V ) (3.2) AI n=l 

N N 

- N_2£x(n At) 7lY(n At) 
n=l n=l 

where At is the period between data samples, N = T/At, and r is an 

integer less than N (Teer, 1972, and Bendat and Piersol, 1971). If jAy 

and jAj are zero, the function is called the cross-correlation function, 

and the last term in Equation 3*2 is zero. A plot of the cross-corre¬ 

lation function as a function of 'V is called a cross-correlogram. 

For convenience in displaying the cross-correlogram, O was 

normalized to lie between -1 and 1. The normalized form of Gyyt 

called the cross-correlation coefficient, is given by 

P XY <fïï 
(7x (T’y 

(3.3) 

2 
. The estimate of Gj we used was 

^(-f = 0). 

For our particular application, the random variables are the 

voltage output recorded from each microphone, and the sample period At 

is 1 msec. Ideally, the time lag giving a maximum of ^XY for the sig¬ 

nals from two microphones is the time it takes the pulse of interest to 

travel from one microphone to the other, since the waveforms are most 

similar when that relative time lag is introduced. There are two con¬ 

ditions that can prevent or impede the application of this analysis, 

however: (l) the data can contain noise comparable in magnitude to the 

thunder signal; (2) pulses from two or more sources can arrive at the 

where <7, -E (J -ft) 
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array at the same or nearly the same time, creating mutual interference 

or at least confusing the cross-correlation. 

The maximum value of T allowed by our cross-correlation program 

is 512 msec, the length of two of our digital data records. To avoid 

end effects in the cross-correlograms due to the finite value of T 

(Teer, 1972), I computed ) only for ■§• T. This is a con¬ 

servative limit. Since the maximum possible lag for our array was 
A 

203 msec if the speed of sound at the ground was 3^7*5 m sec-x (corre¬ 

sponding to a temperature at the ground of 26° C, the value in our 

model atmosphere), this maximum value of T is certainly adeq.uate. 

Usually, to minimize the possibility that pulses from two or more 

sources existed in the data being correlated, I used values of T less 

than 350 msec, resulting in maximum 't' for the cross-correlogram of 

less than 175 msec. When the maximum 'Jr' was less than 150 msec, some 

care was needed to insure that the correct time delay for the pulse was 

included in the cross-correlogram. 

3.1.2 Calculating the Direction of Arrival 

Once the time delays are obtained, we can calculate the azimuth 

and elevation angles of the acoustic ray associated with the pulse at 

the array. Following arguments similar to Teer (1973)» it can be shown 

that for a square array and no wind 

0 = arc tan ('£'23 / ^12 ^ 

0 = arccos(c 'fc^ / D sin0) 

(3 A) 

(3.5) 

where 0 is the azimuth measured eastward from magnetic north, 0 is the 
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elevation angle, 'fcf. . is the time delay in seconds of the wave going 

"fch. | y 

from the i to the j microphone, c is the speed of sound at the 

array, and D is the length of a side of the array. If we introduce 

horizontal wind near the surface, Equation 3»^ remains the same, and 

Equation 3*5 becomes 

~1 —1 
0 = arccos c(D sin0 - u cos(0' - J2f)) (3-6) 

where u is the magnitude of the wind and is its azimuth, measured in 

the same way as 0. These expressions for the angles are given in terms 

of only 'If-^2 anc^ ^23’ they can be determined by any pair of the 

time delays because of the following set of constraints imposed by the 

geometry of the array: 

* 

11 \ (^ + r2h) (3.7) 

II 

^12 2 - Tzit) 

3.1.3 Retracing the Acoustic Ray Path 

The values of the angles calculated above determine the initial 

direction of an acoustic ray, which we now want to propagate through a 

model atmosphere to find its source. The position of the ray at time t 

is given by 

?(t) 
A . 

c n + u) dt (3.8) 

where n is the unit vector in the direction of sound propagation, meas¬ 

ured in a reference frame moving with the wind. Performing this inte¬ 

gration back through the atmosphere for the length of time given by the 
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EFM will determine the location of the source. 

If the atmosphere were uniform, the ray path would he a straight 

line and integration would he simple. Of course, the atmosphere is 

continuously varying, causing the direction and propagation velocity of 

the ray also to change along its path. Few (1968) worked out a tech¬ 

nique for approximating propagation in a real atmosphere that will now 

he outlined. 

We assume the atmosphere is horizontally stratified. (The error 

resulting from this assumption is usually small and will he discussed 

later.) To develop the theory of refraction, we then divide the atmos¬ 

phere into thin, horizontal slices and assume that atmospheric parame¬ 

ters are uniform within each slice. Bending in the ray path will occur 

only at the interfaces between the slices. The condition determining 

the amount of bending is that the acoustic wave must he continuous 

across the interface. This will he true if the phase velocity parallel 

to the interface is continuous, i_.e. 

c + u-k / Ikl = cQ + uQ* kQ / lkQl 

cos© cos90 

where k is the wave vector and 0 is the elevation angle in the layer. 

This can he rewritten as 

c + Ux cos« + Uy cosfi = cp + ttxo cosoC0 + uyo coS/ao (3>10) 

COS0 COS0Q 

where oC and fi are the direction angles to the x and y axes. This is 

equivalent to requiring the phase velocities along the x and y axes in 
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two adjacent layers to be equal at the Interface; equations for the x 

and y components of the phase velocity can be obtained from Equation 

3.10 and are given by 

c + ux cosoC + uy cos/3 cQ+ uxocoseC0+ Uy0cos/30 

cos o< cosOC 

C + Ux COSOC + Uy COS fi C0 + UXQCOS0Co+ Uy0 cos 

COS/3 COS/30 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Since an interface in the x-y plane does not affect the azimuth of the 

wave vector, 

cos/J cos 0Q 
= tan0 = constant (3.13) 

cosoc cos0Co 

where 0 is the azimuth of the wave vector from the x axis. After ma¬ 

nipulating Equation 3.11 and substituting from Equation 3*13» we get 

cos ©C = 
c c0

_1 cos©C0 

1 - c"1 cosoC^Ux-Uxo) - C0-1 COS/30(Uy- Uy0) 
-1 

(3.14) 

A similar expression can be found for cos/3 from Equation 3*12. In a 

continuously changing atmosphere, these expressions of Snell's law, 

modified for a moving medium, go to 

cos oC = cos 
*°L-(r (■ux + riy) 

COS /3 = cos A r i + rc ** I 
°li - (Ex+ Gy) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

where 
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r 
UX 

r uy 

i _à_ç (3.17) 
CQ dz 

cos 0(o ^ ux 
(3.18) 

c0 z 

COS $ Uy 

c0 d z (3.19) 

Since 

cos^OC + COS^/5 + COS^ V = 1 (3.20) 

where cos K is the direction cosine for the z axis, Equations 3.15_3.19 

determine the direction cosines for each increment of the ray path in a 

computer program. 

The dependence of the ray path on the direction cosines can he 

shown explicitly by considering a component form of Equation 3*8, 

dx = (c cos0< + ux) dt (3.21) 

dy = (c cos ft + Uy) dt (3*22) 

dz = (c cos % ) dt (3.23) 

In our computer program, we used the increment length ds as the inde¬ 

pendent parameter instead of time, and so used the expressions, 

dz = cos ds 

dx c cos ot + ux 

dz c cos Ï 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

dy c cos,g + uy 

dz c cos X 
(3.26) 

In the ray tracing program, the values of ux, Uy, and c (or tem¬ 

perature) are specified at a variable number of levels; the vertical 
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gradient in each of these quantities is constant between the levels. 

In order to add an increment to the ray path, values of the direction 

cosines are determined from Equations 3*15-3.20 for a level approxi¬ 

mately halfway up the increment. The components of the increment are 

then calculated from Equations 3*24-3.26 and added to the ray path. 

This process continues until the time the ray has traveled equals the 

time elapsed from lightning flash to reception of the thunder pulse. 

3*2 Errors in Lightning Reconstruction 

The sources of error in lightning reconstruction are (l) inaccu¬ 

racies in surveying the array, (2) the measurement of the time of 

lightning, (3) the determination of the time delays, and (4) departures 

of the model atmosphere from the real atmosphere. Each of these 

sources will now be examined. 

The accuracy of the survey determines the accuracy of the geome¬ 

try used in deriving Equations 3*4-3*7 for the initial angles. With 

careful surveying, errors in the geometry of the array will be negli¬ 

gible . 

There are two possible sources of error in determining the time 

of lightning. The first occurs because a lightning flash takes a fi¬ 

nite amount of time, typically 0.2 sec (ürnan, I969). This results in 

an error of only about 70 m, which is much smaller than some of the 

other errors and so can be neglected. 

The second possible error in determining the time of lightning 

occurs because it is possible to choose the wrong lightning flash as 

the source of part of the thunder record. This problem is most acute 
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during electrically active periods in a storm, when there can be sev¬ 

eral lightning flashes within a minute and thunder is continual. It 

affects both lightning reconstruction and thunder ranging; in both 

cases, the computed locations will be incorrect, since the errors in 

the ranges will be large. 

In two of the events we reconstructed, there is an example of 

the ambiguity that can result when there are two or more lightning 

flashes that can be associated with part of the thunder record. There 

was a large pulse in the thunder record that might have belonged either 

to the lightning flash at 18:21:15 MDT or to the one at 18:21:45 MDT. 

The two possible interpretations are shown for both lightning flashes 

in Figures 3*1 and 3«2. In the remainder of this thesis, the pulse 

will be assigned to the flash at 18:21:15 MDT, because it fit the shape 

of that lightning channel well, while it would have given an isolated 

clump of points for the flash at 18:21:45 MDT, and also because the 

shape of the thunder signature is similar to others in the storm when 

the pulse is assigned to the first flash. 

For the Colorado experiment, each time delay could be determined 

to within ±1 msec. To estimate the error in the final location due to 

this error, I compared each of several pairs of 'C\2. and '^2'} wi4h an¬ 

other pair in which at least one of the differed by 1 or 2 msec 

from the corresponding in the first pair. For all cases, the 

error in location was less than 1.5 % of the range. This is negligible 

compared to other errors we will discuss. 

Errors due to inaccuracies in the model atmosphere enter in two 
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NORTH (KM) 

Figure 3.1s Two interpretations of the lightning flash at 
18 s 21:15 MDT. The ambiguous points are a group of the 
southernmost points. The event number is for identifica¬ 
tion in the digital record. 
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Figure 3*2: Two interpretations of the lightning flash at 

18:21:45 MDT. The ambiguous points are about 2 km above 
ground. 
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places s (l) in the determination of the initial angles for ray tracing 

and (2) in propagating the acoustic ray. The first is by far the sim¬ 

pler and will be discussed now. 

In Section 3»1*2 we found that only the elevation angle 0 de¬ 

pended on atmospheric parameters; the azimuth depended only on the time 

delays. From Equation 3*6, we can see that varying either the speed of 

sound or the surface wind at the array would change 0. In order to 

estimate the magnitude of error that variations in these quantities are 

likely to cause, I calculated the initial angles for four lightning 

channels, both with and without a horizontal wind vector of 1 m sec--*- 

from 235° east of north, assuming the surface temperature was 26° C. 

The change in elevation when wind was added typically varied from 0.01°, 

when the elevation angle was initially about 75°» to 0.4°, when the 

elevation angle was about 20°. In all cases examined, the resulting 

change in the location of the thunder source was less than 1 % of the 

range and typically less than 0.05 %• Even if the wind were increased 

to 5 1 sec“l, the maximum change in elevation from an initial angle of 

20° would be 1.8°, resulting in a maximum error in location that is 3 % 

of the range. 

Using test atmospheres, Teer (1973) and Few and Teer (197^) 

examined errors in the propagation of the ray; this discussion will 

draw on their work. There are primarily three atmospheric parameters 

that affect propagations (l) temperature, (2) the average wind along 

the ray's path, and (3) wind shear. 

Temperature had a comparatively small effect; there was a change 
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in the calculated position of less than 2 % of the range when a lapse 

rate of 6.5° C fcm-^ was used instead of the measured lapse rate in an 

Arizona thunderstorm. A 2 % error also results if the average tempera¬ 

ture over the ray's path is in error by about 10° G. 

Errors due to the wrong average wind also are relatively small. 

An error of 10 m sec-"*- in the average wind along the ray's path causes 

an error in the lightning location within 3 % of the range. 

The largest errors are those due to incorrect vertical shears in 

the wind. These errors are strongly dependent on the initial elevation 

angle of the ray, being larger for smaller elevation angles. For exam¬ 

ple, if there were a strong gradient near the ground, going from 

0 m sec"^- at the ground to 10 m sec~^ at 100 m and to 20 m sec"-*- at 

1 km, a ray parallel or anti-parallel to the wind (the two worst cases) 

would be in error by about 25 % of its range when its initial elevation 

was 5°» if no wind were used in the model atmosphere. For an initial 

elevation of 30°» the error in location would be about 13 % of the 

range, and for 60°, it would be 7 %• All of these errors become 

smaller as the initial ray moves away from a line along the wind vector 

and becomes perpendicular to it. Since most thunder that we recorded 

originated at elevations greater than 30°» a typical error in the cal¬ 

culated location would be 10 % of the range if we had no wind data for 

a 1 km stratum having high wind gradients. 

Of course, all of these propagation errors can be reduced when 

information on the wind and temperature is better than in the examples 

used. It probably is not feasible to reduce the error in lightning 
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location to less than 4 or 5 % of the range. 

The above discussion and our ray tracing program neglect the ef¬ 

fects of vertical winds. A useful model including vertical winds would 

be difficult to construct because it would require fairly accurate 

knowledge of their location and magnitude as they change during a storm. 

Unless the ray propagates almost vertically into an updraft, however, 

vertical winds are not a source of large errors. If a typical ray 

propagated across an updraft, Few and Teer (19?4) estimated that the 

error in the calculated location would be within 2 % of the range. 

In Colorado, radiosonde data were available several times a day, 

on days when there were storms, from three stations within 50 fan of the 

arrays. Thus, the winds in our model atmosphere should be representa¬ 

tive of winds outside thunderstorm cells. Later in this chapter, we 

will find that two independent reconstructions of the same lightning 

flash, each using data from a different array, gave locations that 

agreed to within 10 % of the range, with the larger errors occurring at 

smaller elevation angles. This magnitude of error is consistent with 

the previous discussion and probably results from variations that the 

storm induced in the mean environmental winds. 

3.3 Motivation for Thunder Hanging 

The main drawback to lightning reconstruction is that it 

requires lengthy data handling, first, in digitizing the data for anal¬ 

ysis and, second, in manipulating the data as described in Section 3-1• 

This process took about thirty to thirty-five hours on the SDS 92 com¬ 

puter, not including time spent away from the computer evaluating data. 
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Total time for the analysis would be about 70 man-hours per flash at a 

single array, once the arrays were well located on maps and the com¬ 

puter programs debugged. 

Thus, we need a faster method of analysis that will be adequate 

at least for a preliminary examination of the data. Of course, we 

could reconstruct only those points found on a single sweep through the 

data, and that would cut the required time about in half. But we would 

miss many reliable points, and even this shortcut would require a delay 

for digitizing. (The time per flash for digitizing is fairly short, 

but all data are digitized at once, taking several man-weeks if there 

are problems with the equipment.) 

Thunder ranging is a technique developed by Few (1974b) to meet 

this need. The analysis requires only an oscillogram of the analogue 

data and a hand calculator and can be completed for a flash in about 

two hours. It does not provide as much detail in the lightning struc¬ 

ture as reconstruction, however. The Thor experiment of 1972 provides 

the first opportunity to evaluate ranging; it is the first time our 

microphones were separated by baselines on the order of kilometers. We 

will examine the theory behind thunder ranging in the next section, 

before going on to evaluate it in following sections. 

3.4 Theory for Thunder Ranging 

The only measurement of the thunder record required by thunder 

ranging is the length of time from the occurrence of lightning till the 

arrival of a thunder pulse at each of three arrays. This measurement 

gives us the length of the ray's path through the atmosphere, assuming 
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that we know the average propagation velocity of the ray along its 

path. If we approximate the ray by a straight line, then the particu¬ 

lar thunder pulse being considered will have originated somewhere on a 

hemisphere centered on the array, having a radius equal to the path 

length. Furthermore, if we have identified the same pulse at three, 

noncollinear arrays, the origin of the pulse will be the common inter¬ 

section of the three hemispheres. 

The formulas for calculating the coordinates of the intersection 

vary with the geometry of the array spread. They are simplest for a 

right triangle, as was used in Colorado (see Section 2.1). The length 

of the ray path to the i^ array is given by 

where X^ and Y^ are the coordinates of the array. The ray lengths to 

the two arrays on a leg of the right triangle give the coordinate of 

the source of the thunder pulse along that leg, since the intersection 

of the ray paths is a circle perpendicular to the leg. In Colorado, 

the leg between arrays 1 and 2 is north-south and between arrays 2 and 

3 is east-west5 so we can write, after a little manipulation, 

where D^_j is the distance between arrays i and j; N, E, and Z are the 

coordinates of the source; and array 2 is the origin. 

2 
(X - X±)

Z
 + (Y - Y±)

2 + Z2 (3.2?) 

N = (R2
2 - Rt

2 + D12
2) / 2 D12 

E = (R3
2 - R2

2 - D23
2) / 2 D23 

Z = (R2
2 - N2 - E2)2 

(3.28) 

(3-29) 

(3.30) 

In our present model, we have neglected the effect of wind. To 
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calculate the effect of wind, we would have to use some iterative pro- 

ceedure; we cannot know, a priori, the effect of wind on an acoustic 

ray, but must first know either the ray path or the angle from which 

the thunder pulse arrived. We will examine the errors resulting from 

neglecting wind later in the next section. 

3-5 Problems and Errors in Thunder Ranging 

Analysis of thunder data by ranging sounds easy. One simply 

identifies the same thunder pulse at each of the arrays and then cal¬ 

culates the coordinates of the source. As usual in experimental work, 

however, there are difficulties and sources of error that must be taken 

into account. In Section 3*2 we discussed the ambiguity that results 

if there are two or more lightning flashes that can be associated with 

part of the thunder record. Thunder ranging has four more sources of 

error, which will be discussed in this section: (l) pulse identifica¬ 

tion, (2) finite pulse width, (3) surveying the array spread, and 

(4) atmospheric effects on the ray path. 

3.5*1 Pulse Identification 

The fundamental problem in thunder ranging is to identify a 

pulse at each of the three arrays that is generated by a single segment 

of the lightning channel; the rest of the analysis is invalid if the 

wrong pulse is chosen in the thunder record from any one of the three 

arrays. If, for example, instead of choosing the correct set of pulses 

from the three arrays, one chose a pulse from one array that was a 

couple of seconds later, there would be a sizable error in the calcu- 
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la ted location. 

There are three reasons why it can be difficult to choose the 

correct pulses, some affecting the calculated coordinates more than 

others : 

1. There are too many pulses of similar shape and amplitude at 

each array; 

2. The order of arrival of the signals from two or more sources 

can be reversed at two arrays; 

3. The form of the pulse received at each array from the same 

source can be different. 

1. The first reason is self-explanatory. If there is a jumble 

of similar pulses for several seconds, it is impossible to distinguish 

any one pulse within that period well enough to identify it with a 

pulse at another array, and ranging should not be attempted. 

2. The ordering of pulses at an array depends on the distance 

of each source from that array, closer ones having their pulses arriv¬ 

ing sooner. If the order of increasing distance for the sources is not 

the same from each of the arrays, the order of the pulses in time will 

not be the same, either. 

This does not necessarily affect thunder ranging. If the size 

or shape of a pulse is unique enough to be identified even though its 

relative position in the thunder signature is different at one of the 

arrays, the analysis will not be affected. The tendency in ranging, 

however, is to identify pulses in the same order from array to array. 

Thus, the first pulse in the thunder signature at array 1 is chosen to 
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correspond with the first pulse at arrays 2 and 3; the second, with the 

second; and so on# While this usually is reasonably valid for channels 

well outside the array spread, it is not necessarily true in all cases, 

particularly when a lightning channel is over the array spread. 

To get an idea of conditions under which the error from revers¬ 

ing the order of pulses will be large, consider two acoustic sources in 

two cases—first, with one source over array 2 and one over array 3» 

both having an altitude of 4 km, and second, with both of these sources 

moved 5 fan due south from the previous locations. In both cases, the 

order of arrival of pulses from the two sources is reversed from one 

array to the next. 

A comparison of the two cases demonstrates that pulses from the 

two sources will arrive closer together in time at each array as the 

sources move farther away. In the first case, the distances from array 

2 to the sources are 4 km and 4.62 km, while in the second case, they 

are 6.40 km and 6.81 km; the time between the arrival of the pulses 

from the two sources decreases from 1.8 sec in the first case to 

1.2 sec in the second. It is apparent that eventually, as the sources 

move farther away, the pulses overlap, merging into one pulse. 

The error is the same in both cases; for both, the calculated 

location is 1.17 km from either of the two acoustic sources. The per 

cent error, therefore, is less in the second case than in the first, 

decreasing from 29 % to 18 % in the two cases as the sources are 

located farther from the arrays. The configuration of the two sources 

in this example has larger errors than most. 
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From the example, we can conclude that the problem from the 

order of pulses being reversed at different arrays lessens as one looks 

at later pulses in a thunder signature, because (l) the channels are 

then usually farther outside the array spread and, therefore, are less 

likely to be much nearer one array than another, and (2) the per cent 

error in the calculated locations decreases. Furthermore, there are 

few possible configurations of lightning channels that would give well- 

defined pulses from the locations in the second case of the example; as 

the lightning channels move farther away from the arrays, it becomes 

more difficult to construct channel geometries that would be as unfa¬ 

vorable as in the example, 

3* The difference in waveform at different arrays for thunder 

from the same source is caused by the acoustic radiation pattern of 

lightning. Few (1968) showed that thunder is generated by finite 

cylindrical sources, which radiate 80 % of their energy at angles from 

the cylindrical axis greater than 60° (Few, 197^a). Thus, the meso- 

scale tortuosity of the lightning channel can create reasonably dis¬ 

crete acoustic sources, giving short pulses 0.1 sec) in the thunder 

signature when a channel segment 5*10 m long is perpendicular to the 

array. The pulses used in ranging consist of one or more of these 

shorter pulses and originate on segments of the lightning channel up to 

300 m long that are roughly perpendicular to the array. These pulses 

often are referred to as "claps" in the literature. 

The difficulty for ranging is that a segment perpendicular to 

one array is not necessarily perpendicular to another array. Examples 
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of configurations that would create this problem are shown in Figure 

3.3. While it certainly is an idealization to use channels that are 

arcs of circles, these models can give us a feeling for the magnitude 

of the errors due to orientation of the channel. 

Table 3.1 gives the positions calculated by ranging and the dis¬ 

tance of these positions from the nearest point on the channel, as a 

function of the radius of curvature for each of the four cases shown in 

Figure 3*3* The largest radius of curvature corresponds, in case a of 

the figure, to a 3*2 sec delay between the time a ray from the source 

of array two's pulse would have arrived at array three and the time a 

pulse actually did arrive. Another pulse usually occurs within this 

time. 

From Table 3*1» we see that the error in lightning location can 

be high in unfavorable cases—30 % of the range with a radius of curva¬ 

ture of 1400 m in case a. In favorable cases, on the other hand, the 

error is low—within 5*2 % of the range. Usually when this problem 

exists, it will lie between the above two cases in severity, lÿpical 

errors should be about 15 % of the range with a radius of curvature of 

1400 m, decreasing to about 7 % with a radius of curvature of 600 m. 

As when the order of pulses was reversed, the error due to dif¬ 

ferent waveforms at the arrays decreases with increasing horizontal 

distance from the array spread, because it is more difficult to con¬ 

struct unfavorable cases at greater distances. In addition, there is a 

horizontal distance beyond which the problem disappears, since beyond 

this distance a channel that is perpendicular to one array contains 
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Figure 3.3: Four orientations of lightning channels that would cause 
errors in thunder ranging: (a) an arc over array 2 at an alti¬ 
tude of 4 km, oriented as shown, (b) same as case a, but moved 

5 km due south, (c) an arc over array 2 at an altitude of 4 km, 
oriented as shown, (d) same as case c, but moved 5 km due south. 
Rj_ is the plan projection of the position vector from the i^*1 

array to the source of the thunder pulse it receives. 
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the other arrays within its radiation pattern. This distance varies 

with the geometry of the array spread and with the azimuth and orienta¬ 

tion of the lightning channel. In the 1972 experiment, the distance 

was typically within 3*7 km and always within 5*5 km. 

TABLE 3.1: Error in the calculation of the source, as a function of 
radius of curvature for the four cases in Figure 3*3» (The 
altitude of the channels is assumed to be 4 km.) 

Radius of R2 R3 
Calculated Source Error % Error 

Curvature N E Z 

(m) (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (m) (*) 

Case a 

600 4.0 5.0 0 0.78 3.92 388 10 

1000 4.0 5-3 o 1.52 3.70 876 21 

1400 4.0 5-7 0 2.49 3.13 1698 30 

Case b 

600 6.4 7.8 -5.0 3.04 2.60 2300 30 

1000 6.4 8.4 

-3- • 

0
 i Im • • • • • 1 1 

1400 6.4 9.1 -5.0 6.08 Im • • • • • • • 

Case c 

600 4.0 4.4 0 -0.46 3.97 160 4 

1000 4.0 4.3 0 -0.66 3.96 203 5 
1400 4.0 4.2 0 -0.79 3.92 220 5 

Case d 

600 6.4 6.8 -5.0 -0.12 4.0 12 0.2 

1000 6.4 6.7 -5.0 -0.19 4.0 17 0.3 
1400 6.4 6.7 -5.0 -0.24 4.0 21 0.3 
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There is no test that will infallibly detect cases where pulses 

from two or more sources are chosen as corresponding. There are two 

tests that can detect some cases, however. The first is to look for an 

imaginary altitude in the calculated coordinates. If the altitude is 

imaginary, it means there was too much error in the ranges from the 

three arrays, and the point is invalid. 

The second test is derived from the redundancy available in the 

calculation of lightning locations; any two legs of the array spread 

can be used, not just the pair chosen for convenience in Section 34. 

If we calculate the coordinates using each of the redundant sets of 

formulas, they usually will form a right triangle because of errors. A 

large triangle implies large errors, usually from choosing pulses that 

do not correspond, but a small triangle does not imply small errors. 

Furthermore, the triangle does not contain the original sources, so it 

cannot be used to reduce the error by averaging the coordinates. 

The simplest way to guard against choosing the wrong pulses is 

to exclude all calculated points that are within four or five kilome¬ 

ters of the array spread on a plan projection. Then the possible per 

cent error would be comparable to errors from other sources or would 

totally disappear. There is no way to guard against choosing the wrong 

pulses simply as a result of judgement, except, perhaps, by gaining 

experience. 

4.5*2 Finite Pulse Width 

The width of a pulse of thunder partially determines the accu¬ 

racy with which the range from its source to the array can be measured. 
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In Colorado, the pulse usually resembled a square wave, lasting from 

about a quarter second to more than two seconds. As mentioned in the 

previous section, this pulse actually is a wave envelope which can con¬ 

tain several individual pulses, (in this section, "pulse" will refer 

to the shorter, individual pulses, while "envelope" will refer to the 

pulse, often called a clap, used in thunder ranging.) It is uncertain 

which pulse within an envelope at one array corresponds with which 

pulse within a corresponding envelope at another array; a pulse in the 

front of one envelope could be at the end of another. 

The error due to the width of the envelope was calculated for 

most points used in this thesis. It can be shown that the maximum 

error in each coordinate of a source of thunder is given by 

AN = 

AE = 

A Z = 

c2 (T2 AT2 + Ti ATt) 

D12 

c2 (T3 AT3 + T2 AT2) 

d23 

2 of T2 AT2 + T-t ATj 
F(T2A!2-N 2

Di2
N 

T2 4T2 + <rE T3 AT3^ I 
+ E 

J23 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

where c is the speed of sound, is the time from the occurrence of 

+ Vi 
lightning to the arrival of the center of the envelope at the ix 

array, ATj_ is the half-width of the envelope, is +1 if N < 0 and 

-1 if N >0, and £g is +1 if E >/ 0 and -i if E < 0. The equation for 

AZ is derived from a series expansion and is correct to second order 
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in AZ/Z. For this calculation, the speed of sound was 340 m sec--*-, 

and DJ£ 
=
 ^23 = ^300 m. 

The results of the calculation are shown in Table 3*2. We see 

that increasing the range magnifies the error in the coordinates for 

similar values of A Tj_. Also, altitude is more sensitive than plan co¬ 

ordinates to errors in the T^ for lower elevations. These two effects 

are to be expected. At long ranges, a small change in azimuth or ele¬ 

vation results in a larger displacement of the source than at short 

ranges, although the per cent error remains the same. For low eleva¬ 

tion angles, a small change in the range to one of the arrays results 

in a larger change in altitude than for higher elevations; if a range 

is changed for a source that was low, it will move nearly parallel to 

the hemisphere of the range for a second array before intersecting it 

again, while at higher initial elevations its motion will be more 

nearly perpendicular (see Figure 3 *4)• Since for horizontal lightning 

channels the elevation angle decreases with increasing range, this last 

effect is important in much of the storm on 25 July 1972, especially 

when coupled with the first effect. 

From Table 3*2, we can draw guidelines on what limits to place 

on the AT^ to achieve a desired accuracy in the location of a source. 

For T2 = 20 sec and T2 = 35 sec, the AT^ must be within ±0.25 sec and 

±0.1 sec, respectively, for the position of the source to be accurate 

to within 10 % of the range; ±0.35 sec and ±0.2 sec, to be within 15 %> 

and ±0.45 sec and ±0,3 sec, to be within 20 %. The limits on the AT^ 

will be more severe if and D23 are much smaller than 2.3 km* 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing demonstrating that error in Z 
is larger for smaller elevation angles. 
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The errors we have examined so far in this section are maximum 

errors. Usually, we use statistical errors, which are smaller. To see 

how much smaller, we can model the probability distribution of individ¬ 

ual pulses within an envelope as a rectangular distribution, since we 

have assumed that a particular pulse has an equal probability of being 

in any infinitesimal time interval within the envelope. 

The mean and variance for the altitude of the source are compli¬ 

cated expressions that would be tedious to use. Instead, we can esti¬ 

mate the statistical error by calculating the root mean square devia¬ 

tion for the distribution itself and substituting the deviation into 

the expressions for error given in Equations 3*31-3*33* In using the 

equations now, T^ is still the time to .the center of the envelope, but 

A Tj_ is replaced by A T^ / ]F}, the root mean square deviation of our 

probability distribution. Therefore, to achieve a statistical error of 

the same magnitude as the maximum errors examined earlier, we can mul¬ 

tiply the limits on the AT^ by VJ* For the error in the location of 

the source to be within 15 % of the range, for example, the AT^ must 

be within ±0.6 sec for = 20 sec and within ±0.35 sec for = 35 sec. 

In some cases the limits on the ATj_ can be increased further. 

If the order and shape of the thunder signature for a lightning flash 

is similar at all of the arrays, we can reasonably assume that the 

order of the pulses inside the envelopes will also be similar at all 

the arrays. Certainly, in such cases, a pulse at the beginning of an 

envelope at one array would correspond to one in the first half at the 

other arrays, giving an effective AT^ that is one-half the A T^ used 
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earlier. As the signature varied more from array to array, the situa¬ 

tion would approach the complete uncertainty we discussed earlier. 

The quality rating in Table 3-2 is a subjective attempt to clas¬ 

sify the thunder signatures according to their similarity from one 

array to the next. If the resulting effective AT^ are taken into 

account, a typical statistical error in the location of a source due to 

the finite width of the envelope is about 15 % of the range for our 

data. 

This type of error is one of the largest for our present data. 

While it limits the accuracy in this case, it may not always. Prelimi¬ 

nary results from data taken in Florida during the summer of 1976 indi¬ 

cate the envelopes are narrower and may not cause as large an error, 

even though the sides of the array spread are smaller than 2.3 km. 

3-5*3 Surveying the Array Spread 

Surveying errors affect the accuracy of the model of the array 

spread used in ranging. If the geometry of the array spread derived 

from surveying is different from the actual geometry, the formulas used 

in computing the coordinates of acoustic sources will be in error. As 

in lightning reconstruction, the geometry can be determined as accu¬ 

rately as needed by careful surveying, so the error in the formulas can 

be made negligible. 

In Colorado, however, surveying for the one array that could not 

be seen from our truck was somewhat uncertain. As mentioned earlier, 

it was surveyed tentatively to within ±50 m in the northern coordinate 

and ±100 m in the eastern coordinate. It will be worthwhile, therefore, 
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to examine how deviations in the array spread from the right triangle 

we modeled will affect the calculated location of the source of a pulse. 

Consider the two cases in Figure 3*5* In the first case, the 

angle "between the two legs of the triangle is increased 2.7°, the angle 

resulting when array 1, initially at a distance of 2130 m directly 

north of array 2, is displaced 100 m eastward. The calculated eastward 

coordinate of the source is not affected. The northern coordinate will 

be in error. The correct northern coordinate is given in terms of the 

calculated coordinates by 

N =  - E' tan 2.7° = 1.001 N' - 0.047 E' (3-34) 
cos 2.7° 

For a typical case where /E'J ^ 5 fan> "the error in N would be less than 

250 m—3 % of the range when N = 6 km and Z = 4 km. This would also 

introduce an error of about 300 m in Z, since Z^ = - E^ - N^. The 

total error would be about 4 %, which is small compared to other errors. 

In the second case, we still have a right triangle, but the 

length of f>\2 Is actually 50 m shorter than used in our model, i.e., 

D^2 is 2080 m instead of 2130 m. Then 

N = (N' - I.O65) + 1.04 = 1.024 N* - 0.051 (3.35) 
2.08 

where N and N' are measured in kilometers. Thus, a typical error in N 

for this case is comparable to the error due to deviation from a right 

triangle and can be neglected. 

In both cases, of course, larger surveying errors would result 

in larger errors in the source locations. If, for example, were 
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Figure 3*5s Error in surveying the array for two cases. 
Instead of 0 = 90° and D12 = 2130 m, case 1 has 0 
and D±2 = 2130 m, and case 2 has 0 = 90° and J)±2 ' 

= 92.7° 
= 2080. m. 
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actually 2300 m instead of 2130 in and if the calculated values of N, E, 

and Z were -8.0 km, 0 km, and 2.12 km, the correct values would be 

-7.25 km, 0 km, and 4.0 km, resulting in AN = 0.75 km and AZ = 1.88 km. 

While the error in N is acceptable, the error in Z has been magnified; 

the calculated altitude is fairly sensitive to larger errors (> 100 m) 

in the length of the array spread's legs. The agreement of our ranging 

locations with reconstructed locations, which is shown later in this 

chapter, bolsters confidence in the interpretation of the surveying 

data in Section 2.1. 

Errors in measuring the relative elevations of the arrays have a 

smaller effect, since they just cause the reference plane to be rotated 

by small angles. The topographical map of the array spread in Figure 

2.1 shows that the array spread was level to within 1.5°* This would 

cause an error of only 200 m at a range of 8 km. 

3.5*^ The Model Atmosphere 

The last source of error that we will examine is the model 

atmosphere. There are two parameters of the model atmosphere that will 

affect ranging: (l) the average speed of propagation, determined by 

the temperature and the average wind along the acoustic ray's path and 

(2) shear in the speed of propagation, due mainly to wind shear. 

We can see that the effect of changing the average speed of 

propagation is usually comparatively small. The adiabatic speed of 

sound is given by 

c (3.36) 
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where ÿ is the ratio of specific heats cp/cv, k is Boltzmann's con¬ 

stant, M is the mean molecular weight, and T is the temperature. In 

the lower atmosphere, Ï kM does not vary much; if the atmosphere 

below 4 km in Colorado were isothermal at 20° C, the speed of sound 

would vary by only 0.4 m sec-*. Thus, the adiabatic speed of sound 

varies as the square root of the temperature to a good approximation. 

Since the lapse rate in our model atmosphere is 7*7° K km-* for the 

lower four kilometers, the speed of sound will vary slowly with alti¬ 

tude. Furthermore, the error in T averaged over four kilometers is 

likely to be small, less than 3° K (l %). The error in the average 

speed of sound will then be even smaller, less than 2 m sec-* (0.5 %). 

The effect of a change in the average wind is larger than the 

effect of a change in temperature, because the wind adds directly to 

the velocity of propagation. The average velocity of the wind below 

four kilometers was 8.58 m sec-* for the model atmosphere we vised. 

Thus, even though we neglected wind in thunder ranging, the resulting 

error in the average speed of propagation should be within 8.58 m sec-* 

and typically should be about 6 m sec-* (1.8 % of the average speed of 

sound). 

The displacement in the location of the source due to an error 

in the average speed of propagation is given by 

AN 

AE 

c Ac IT22 - Tt2[ 
d12 

c Ac IT32 - T2
2| 

(3.37) 

d23 

(3.38) 
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Az 
E (T2 
+ £ 

2 

d23 
+ 
N (Tj2 - 

D12 
(3-39) 

where the variables are all defined as before. Again, the formula for 

AZ is derived from an expansion correct to second order in AZ / Z. 

The size of the error induced in the location is fairly erratic for a 

given error in propagation speed, depending primarily on the range and 

elevation of the source. For a typical case, where the correct loca¬ 

tion (E, N, Z) is (-5.I km, -7.0 km, 4.0 km), the error in location is 

417 m (4.4 % of the range) when the error in the average propagation 

speed is 6 m sec-1. The per cent error will usually be larger when the 

range is longer. 

While the error due to incorrect propagation speeds is fairly 

small for the Colorado storm, it could be larger in other storms if the 

arrays were smaller or the winds larger. If it is found to be larger, 

it would be worthwhile to incorporate wind into the ranging analysis. 

The second pertinent atmospheric parameter is wind shear. The 

effect of wind shear on an acoustic ray path is to curve the path, 

changing the elevation angle of the ray along it. This affects the 

ranging calculation by making the distance to the source shorter than 

the length of the ray's path. For the model atmosphere we used, the 

difference was about 20 m in our worst case. With the layer of severe 

wind shear used by Teer (1973)» the difference is still only about 75 m 

out of a 6800 m range. Even if we shorten all the ranges in the pre¬ 

ceding example (R2 = 9540 m) by 100 m, the calculated location of the 

source shifts only 101 m. Thus, error due to wind shear is negligible. 
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3*6 Determining the Suitability of Ranging 
for a Thunder Signature 

From the discussion of sources of error in thunder ranging, we 

can formulate the following criteria for choosing thunder signatures to 

analyze and for evaluating their reliability once analyzed: 

1. To make it easier to choose corresponding thunder pulses, the 

thunder signature should have pulses as similar as possible in the 

order of arrival and in pulse shape. This also will reduce the 

error due to finite pulse width. 

2. The thunder pulses should be sharp, preferably less than one second 

long. This requirement is somewhat flexible. It applies more 

stringently to pulses from longer ranges and can be relaxed some¬ 

what as the first criterion is met more fully. 

3. Once the location of a source is calculated, it will be less likely 

to have resulted from two lightning channel segments if the loca¬ 

tion is outside the array spread in the plan projection. In the 

Colorado data, this is most likely to occur later in a thunder sig¬ 

nature, when at least 17 sec have elapsed since the corresponding 

lightning flash. 

4. There can be more confidence in the calculated locations for a 

lightning flash if they lie along a single, relatively straight 

channel, rather than being scattered. The case for which it would 

be easiest to choose corresponding pulses would be a single chan¬ 

nel, pointing away from the array spread or standing vertically. 

The presence of either multiple channels or high scatter in the 

calculated locations increases the probability that pulses from two 
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sources could be chosen as corresponding. 

3.7 Comparison of Ranging with Reconstruction 

Now we will examine how well thunder ranging has worked in prac¬ 

tice . We have analyzed three events by both thunder ranging and light¬ 

ning reconstruction. For two events, reconstruction was carried out on 

data from two arrays; for the remaining event, there were sufficient 

data for reconstruction at only one array. 

Before examining ranging, we will examine the consistency of the 

independent reconstructions from two arrays. In Figures 3*6 and 3*7 we 

see that the two reconstructions of each event agree fairly well, par¬ 

ticularly in the north and east coordinates of the sources. There is a 

systematic discrepancy in the altitude of sources beyond about 8 km 

south of the array, although it lies within the 10 % error typical in 

our reconstructions. 

Part of the discrepancy could be that different parts of the 

lightning flash are being reconstructed, but it is not likely that 

there would be so little overlap in altitude in the channels seen by 

arrays 2.13 km apart. More likely, there is some difference in the 

wind near the ground at the two arrays. A slightly larger wind shear 

in the right direction near the ground at array 1 would be sufficient 

to explain the discrepancy, although it is not the only remedy possible. 

The agreement, within experimental error, between independent 

reconstructions from two arrays bolsters earlier confidence in the 

technique; we will now vise its results as our standard against which to 

judge thunder ranging. Table 3*3 compares the results of ranging and 
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Figure 3«6: Comparison of reconstructions from 

arrays 1 and 2 for the lightning flash at 

18:21:15 MDT. Points from array 1 are 

denoted by +; from array 2, by À. 
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Figure 3.?s Comparison of reconstructions from 

arrays 1 and 2 for the lightning flash at 

18:22:03 MDT. Points from array 1 are 

denoted by +5 from array 2, by A. 
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reconstruction. For this table, the pulses at each array that were 

used in ranging were then also analyzed by reconstruetion, when it was 

possible. The coordinates for each source ideally should be the same 

for both computations. When there were two reconstructed points in the 

pulse used for ranging, both are given; the ranging location may be 

considered accurate if it lies between them. 

The three highest points calculated by ranging for the lightning 

at 18:21:15 MDT are a considerable distance from the corresponding 

reconstructed points and probably are incorrect as a result of choosing 

pulses for ranging that did not correspond to each other. These points 

will be deleted in determining the following statistics. 

Of the ranging locations in Table 3-3* 27 % are within one kilo¬ 

meter of the reconstructed locations from both arrays (or from one 

array at 18:08:58 MDT); 77 % are within two kilometers. This is not 

quite as good as our error analysis lead us to expect. 

However, these statistics are somewhat misleading. When picking 

points for ranging, the eye is good at averaging smaller pulses in a 

segment of the thunder signature to choose a larger pulse corresponding 

to pulses from the other arrays. If individual pulses from several 

sources arrive closely together in time, reconstructed lightning loca¬ 

tions from successive records can jump back and forth among clusters of 

points. It is possible that the pulse from the source calculated by 

ranging was temporarily suppressed in the record used for reconstruc¬ 

tion or that the source calculated by ranging was actually an average 

of several reconstructed points. 
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TABLE 3.3s Comparison of Ranging and Reconstruction 

Pulse 
No. 

Ranging Reconstruction 

N 
(km) 

Array 1 

(to) 
z 

(km) 
N 

(km) 

Array 2 

(to) 
Z 

(km) 
N 

(km) (to) 
Z 

(km) 

18:08:58 MDT 
1 2.7 -2.1 4.2 1.8 1.5 4.3 • • • • a a a a a a a 

3.2 -3-8 3.0 
2 3-2 -3.8 4.5 3.2 -1.9 5-5 1 1 1 « a a a a a a a 

3 0.6 -4.2 6.3 1.7 -4.0 5.2 a a a a a a a a a a a 

3' 1.9 -2.4 6.3 1.7 -4.0 5.2 a a a a a a a a a a a 

k 0.6 1.2 7.5 2.2 -5.7 5.5 • • a • a a a a a a a 

18:21:15 MDT 
1 0.1 -0.7 3-6 1.8 -0.3 4.7 -0.5 -0.3 3.6 
2 0.7 -0.8 3.9 0.9 -0.4 4.5 0.4 -0.9 4.0 
3 1.2 -1.5 5.0 -0.7 1.2 4.8 -2.8 0.5 4.4 
4 -2.4 -0.8 5.1 -2.1 1.1 5.7 -1.5 0.9 5.1 
5 -4.5 0.6 4.4 -4.5 2.1 4.2 -4.5 0.7 4.3 
6 -5.5 0.2 3.9 -5.5 0.2 4.2 -5.8 -0.7 3.5 
7 -6.2 -1.6 4.0 -6.6 -1.0 4.0 -6.8 -0.9 2.9 
8 -6.7 -1.6 3.6 -6.7 -0.8 4.0 -6.4 -1.1 3.8 
9 -6.9 -1.6 4.1 -7.0 -0.9 4.3 -6.9 -1.1 3.7 

10 -10.2 -0.3 6.7 -10.4 -3.8 5.2 -10.5 -3.7 4.0 
11 -II.9 -7.1 4.3 -11.9 -6.1 5.3 -12.2 -5.9 3.9 
11' -12.2 -6.4 5.6 -I2.5 -4.5 5.9 -12.6 -4.7 4.8 

-12.2 -6.5 4.2 
13 -8.2 -2.5 4.0 -8.2 -2.6 4.5 -8.0 -2.3 3-9 
14 -8.1 -1.8 8.0 -8.8 -5.2 5.2 -9-7 -5.O 3.1 
14' -10.0 -4.7 4.7 -10.1 -4.7 5.2 -IO.5 -3.5 3-8 
15 -5.9 -2.4 8.4 -IO.7 -2.5 *•5 -8.2 -5.9 2.8 

18:22:03 MDT 
2 0.9 -0.1 4.0 1.4 1.1 4.1 0.5 0.4 4.3 
3 1.1 -0.6 4.2 0.1 -0.2 3.9 0.9 -0.3 4.4 

0.6 0.6 4.1 
4 1.2 0.0 5-5 -1.4 0.0 4.2 -1.2 2.9 4.7 
3 -1.4 1.1 6.0 -0.3 5-2 4.2 -2.3 4.2 4.0 
6 -2.8 2.2 5.8 -2.6 5.0 3.7 -5.4 1.7 3.4 

-1.1 4.6 4.9 
7 -6.1 1.7 4.3 -5.9 1.2 4.2 -7.7 0.9 3.8 
8 -8.7 0.3 4.1 -8.5 1.6 3.4 -8.3 -0.7 4.2 

-8.4 1.4 3.7 -9.0 1.6 3.0 
9 -9.3 1.7 2.9 -8.4 1.1 4.3 -9.3 1.1 3.0 
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A plot of the locations determined hy ranging, superimposed on a 

plot of all reconstructed locations, would minimize these possibili¬ 

ties, and such plots are shown in Figures 3.8-3.IO. In this type of 

plot, however, we no longer know the proximity of the pulse giving a 

particular ranging location to the thunder record of a reconstructed 

point; providing that information would make the plot too complicated 

to interpret. 

For the lightning flash at 18:21:15 MDT, all the ranging loca¬ 

tions are within about one kilometer of reconstructed locations, except 

for the three that were mistakes. At 18:22:03 MDT, five ranging loca¬ 

tions are within 1 km of reconstructed locations; two, within 1.2 km; 

one, within 1.6 km. The plot for 18:08:58 MDT has one ranging location 

within 1 km of a reconstructed location, three more within 1.3 km, and 

one 2.75 fan away from the nearest reconstructed point. This last point 

probably is the result of choosing pulses that did not correspond. 

Thus, agreement is usually as good as expected. 

The quality of the plots of ranging locations correlates well 

with the suitability of the thunder signatures, judged by the criteria 

discussed in Section 3*6. The most structure and the best agreement 

with reconstructed points were obtained for the event at 18:21:15 MDT, 

and this was also the event where the pulses were best defined and the 

order of the pulses well maintained from array to array (see Figure 

3.11). The least structure and worst agreement was for the event at 

18:08:58 MDT, and this event had relatively poorly defined pulses. In 

addition, reconstruction shows that much of the lightning structure at 
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Figure 3*8: Comparison of ranging with recon¬ 

struction for the event at 18:08:58 MDT. 

Reconstructed points from array 1 are 

denoted by +; reconstructed points from 

array 2, by À; and ranging points,by CD. 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of ranging with recon¬ 

struction for the event at 18:21:15 MDT. 

Reconstructed points from array 1 are 

denoted hy +; reconstructed points from 

array 2, by A. ; and ranging points, hy G3. 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of ranging with recon¬ 

struction for the event at 18:22:03 MDT. 

Reconstructed points from array 1 are 

denoted by +; reconstructed points from 

array 2, by À; and ranging points, by Q. 
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18:08:58 MDT was over the array spread, increasing the probability that 

the order of pulses would be reversed at two arrays and that some chan¬ 

nel segments might radiate energy to only one or two arrays. 

Even the worst of the three events gave fairly good locations in 

ranging analysis. The problem is that four points in the three plots 

were in error by more than 2 km, and it would be difficult to identify 

them as mistakes without the reconstructions. One might throw out 

points that did not seem to lie on the main channel (that would have 

worked for the event at 18:21:15 MDT), but often there are not enough 

points to delineate a channel. 

If one accepts the possibility of a few mistaken points, ranging 

provides at least a general idea of what region the lightning occupies. 

In the best cases, it can provide the structure of a major channel in 

the lightning flash. With some experience, one should be able to gauge 

fairly well how much confidence can be placed in the ranging locations 

from a particular set of thunder signatures. 

Ranging has limitations. It cannot be used when the detailed 

structure of a lightning flash is required. Furthermore, confidence in 

a location determined by ranging is usually lower than in one deter¬ 

mined by reconstruction; reconstruction simply provides more good 

points by which to judge the consistency of weaker points than does 

ranging. However, because of its relative speed in converting raw data 

into information, ranging is well suited for sifting through large 

amounts of data, either for analysis compatible with its limitations or 

for preliminary analysis to focus attention on interesting data. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF 25 JULY 1972 STORM 

4.1 Description of the Storm 

The data on 25 July 1972 were from a large, multi-cell thunder¬ 

storm that moved generally south and east while in the vicinity of the 

array spread. Our analogue record began at 1702 MDT (all remaining 

times in this chapter will be understood to be Mountain Daylight Time) 

and continued until 18:40. The first lightning flash located by rang¬ 

ing occurred at 17*41*30, although there may have been an earlier event 

at about 1704 that was obscured by noise in our record. A histogram 

of Thor data from the storm is shown in Figure 4.1, giving the times 

when analogue and digital records were made, the number of lightning 

flashes per minute, and a qualitative evaluation of wind noise. 

From the radar contours and the ranging locations, we know the 

event at 17*41 was associated with a group of thunderstorm cells that 

were dissipating northeast of the array spread. By 17*58, a group of 

thunderstorm cells, initially in the west, had reached a point directly 

south of the array spread, and lightning activity was associated with 

both the group of dissipating cells and the new group to the south. By 

the next series of radar scans at 18*05 (time is when the elevation 

angle of the radar at Grover was 5°)» the group to the northeast had 

almost disappeared and no longer generated lightning detected at our 

arrays. From then until our record stops, all lightning detected was 

from the group of cells south of the array spread. The rest of the 
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chapter will concern only this second group of cells. 

From 17*41 until 18s05, the eastern edge of this group of cells 

moved eastward at a mean speed of about 14.5 m sec-^- on the 5° radar 

scan. (The 5° elevation angle at Grover corresponded to an altitude of 

about 4 km at the array spread.) From 18:05 until 18:32, the reflec¬ 

tivity contour of the radar contracted somewhat in the east-west dimen¬ 

sion and moved south at a mean speed of about 6 m sec-^. 

The storm motion combined continuous and discrete modes. 

Marwitz (1972) and Browning et al. (1976) have found this combined mo¬ 

tion characteristic of multi-cell storms. The continuous mode of storm 

propagation is the motion of individual cells under the influence of 

the environment. The discrete mode arises from the growth and decay of 

cells; as new cells form on one side, old cells decay on the other, 

resulting in a net displacement of the storm in the direction of cell 

formation. These two modes together give the observed motion of the 

storm. 

The structure of a typical multi-cell storm is shown in Figure 

4.2. The figure can be interpreted in two ways: (l) as a snapshot of 

the structure at a given time or (2) as the time development of an 

individual cell, with time increasing to the left in the figure. The 

cell on the right is called a daughter cell by Browning et al. (1976). 

This cell then grows into a mature cell, which contains rain and hail 

and has regions of updrafts and regions of downdrafts. In the final 

stage, the updraft is blocked somehow, and the cell dissipates. 

We will be studying lightning flashes that occurred between 
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18:07 and 18:30. The vertical profiles of wind and temperature at each 

of the three radiosonde stations are shown in Figure 4.3 for the 

ascents nearest this time period. The model atmosphere derived from 

these profiles and used in reconstruction analysis is shown in Figure 

4.4. The wind between 1 km and 5 4m is from between north and west at 

all three stations, consistent with storm motion to the south and east. 

Below 3.7 km in the model atmosphere, the lapse rate for temperature is 

-7.7° K km-^. Between 3-7 km and 7*55 km, it decreases to -6.3° K km-'*'. 

4.2 Lightning Structure and Location 

Since there is little data on lightning structure and on the 

relative locations of successive lightning flashes, this information is 

valuable in itself. It becomes much more valuable, however, when 

linked to other pertinent parameters of the thunderstorm. We were for¬ 

tunate to have radar contours available from the NCAR 10-cm radar at 

Grover for a storm where we had good data. 

Figures 4.5-4.30 at the end of this chapter show lightning loca¬ 

tions superimposed on reflectivity contours from radar scans between 

18:05 and 18:27. The vertical radar contours are composites, formed, 

in most cases, by a vertical cross section along a north-south line 

through arrays 1 and 2 for an upward series of PPI radar scans. When a 

different vertical cross section is used, its projection in the plan 

view is shown. The horizontal scans shown for each lightning flash are 

the scans closest to the altitude of the lightning from among the scans 

at elevation angles of 4°, 5°, and 6°. 

The outer precipitation contours in Figures 4.5-4.30 are 30 dBZ 
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C. TEMPERATURE, °C 

Figure 4.3: The temperature and wind measured by radiosonde 
from (a) Grover at 18:20 MDT, (b) Sterling at 18:34 
MDT, and (c) Fort Morgan at 18:25 MDT. The direction 
of the wind is measured eastward from north and is 
the direction from which the wind is blowing. Alti¬ 
tude is measured from mean sea level. 
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contours, corresponding to an equivalent rainfall rate of 2.2 mm hr-1. 

The inner, dotted contours are 40 dBZ, corresponding to 10.4 mm hr-^. 

A brief treatment of some of the principles of radar, including the 

interpretation of radar contours, is given in the Appendix for those 

readers who are interested. 

Twenty events were analyzed from the time period 18:07 to 18:30. 

Sixteen were analyzed by ranging; four, by reconstruction. Not all 

events occurring during this time were analyzed, only those better 

suited for ranging. (Few. 1974b, initially analyzed forty-four events 

during this period.) We will now examine four aspects of the lightning: 

(l) horizontal structure and layering, (2) lightning location relative 

to precipitation, (3) lightning alignment, and (4) dual events. The 

first and last will not concern radar contours; the other two will. 

4.2.1 Horizontal Structure and Layering 

The lightning structure in the events analyzed have significant 

horizontal structure. Often, the structure is predominantly horizon¬ 

tal, particularly for the reconstructed events and for events when 

ranging yielded more than four or five points. (Large gaps between 

groups of points in ranging do not indicate the absence of connecting 

channels, but rather the difficulty in choosing pulses for ranging in 

the middle of the thunder signature.) Thus, it is likely that hori¬ 

zontal structure predominates in the storm during this time. 

Horizontal lightning channels are at odds with earlier belief, 

which assumed that the structure was predominantly vertical on the 

basis of electric field change measurements, such as presented in Malan 
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(1963). There have been several experiments, however, in which analy¬ 

sis of electric field change measurements has revealed significant hor¬ 

izontal structure (£•£.* Workman et al.. 1942; Ogawa and Brook, 1969; 

and Krehbiel et al.t 1976). Also, direct measurement of lightning 

structure by acoustic techniques has revealed horizontal structure pre¬ 

dominating for most of the data analyzed. Teer (1973) and Teer and Few 

(1974) reported an average ratio of horizontal to vertical extent of 

2.8 ± 1.3 for the portion of lightning channels within the cloud in the 

last twenty-five minutes of a storm in Arizona. 

This does not exclude the possibility that vertical structure 

predominates earlier in the storm or for types of storms that have not 

been studied acoustically. It only implies that a successful model of 

charge generation and distribution in thunderclouds must allow signifi¬ 

cant horizontal structure. 

Our data suggest an even stronger observation: most lightning 

activity occurs within a relatively thin, horizontal layer. For the 

events that were reconstructed in the Colorado storm, 49 % of the 

points were between 4 km and 5 fan; 79 % were between 3-5 fan and 5*5 fan. 

Similarly, for the events analyzed only by ranging, 44 % of the points 

were between 4 km and 5 fan; 71 % were between 3*5 fan and 5*5 fan. (A 

similar observation was made by Few. 1974b, in a preliminary analysis 

of the storm.) 

The temperatures at these altitudes in the model atmosphere for 

the region around the thunderstorm are -1.1° C at 3*5 fan, -4.5° G at 

4 km, -10.8° G at 5 fan, and -14° C at 5*5 fan. Temperatures inside the 
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storm can be somewhat warmer than in the surrounding air. In updrafts 

at the 500 mb level, the difference is on the order of 3° G or 4° C, 

but depends on the amount of entrainment in the storm (Byers and Braham. 

1949) • It is likely that the temperature is 2° C or lower at 3-5 km. 

It is fairly certain that the region of most intense lightning activity, 

between 4 km and 5 km, lies completely above the 0° G isotherm. This 

tendency for the lightning to occur within a layer that is above the 

0° C isotherm has also been observed in a thunderstorm in Arizona 

(MacGorman and Few. 1974). 

4.2.2 Lightning Location Relative to Précipitation 

The location of lightning relative to precipitation is a test of 

at least one class of theories of charge generation in thunderstorms— 

those theories depending on falling precipitation to separate charge. 

It would be reasonable to expect from this class of theories that 

lightning would be predominantly vertical, since the charge is sepa¬ 

rated by falling precipitation. One would at least expect lightning to 

permeate regions having high rainfall rates, unless he postulated some 

mechanism to scatter the charge. 

In the last section, we examined evidence that lightning was not 

always predominantly vertical and, in fact, is often predominantly hor¬ 

izontal. In Colorado, lightning also does not appear to permeate 

regions of heavy rainfall. While it may occasionally pass through the 

edge of a 40 dBZ contour (equivalent rainfall rate = 10.4 mm hr-^), it 

never penetrates more than one or two kilometers and usually occurs in 

regions of smaller droplets. In Figure 4.10, it appears that the chan- 
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nel actually curved slightly to avoid the 40 dBZ region, which should 

be the most active part of the region we show if charge is generated by 

falling precipitation. A surprisingly large fraction of points are 

outside even the 30 dBZ contour (equivalent rainfall rate = 2.2 mm 

“1 hr ). Most channels include points both inside and outside the 30 dBZ 

contours. 

The conclusion that lightning avoids regions of heavy rainfall 

is tentative. While we definitely did not see lightning permeating re¬ 

gions of high reflectivity (£• 40 dBZ) in our data, there are not enough 

events to give us good statistics, and the 40 dBZ contours were far 

enough from the arrays after 18 s 15 that lightning channels over the ar¬ 

rays might not reach them. Also, it is difficult to tell whether 

lightning penetrated short distances into 40 dBZ contours, since the 

error in the lightning location is sometimes larger than the distance 

between the location and the 40 dBZ contour. In the event at 18:21:15» 

for example, it is difficult to tell if the channel segment penetrates 

the 40 dBZ contour or climbs over it, since the analysis of data from 

each of two arrays gives some difference in altitude. 

4.2.3 Alignment of Lightning 

It has been observed in two reports that lightning channels are 

. roughly aligned with each other. Ogawa and Brook (1969) found that the 

horizontal lightning structure was aligned in six storms in which they 

took data and in two storms which were re-examined from older data. 

The alignment was along the direction of storm motion in the storms in 

which they took data, but not in the older two storms. 
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Teer (1973) found that intracloud events had an average azimuth 

of 15*9 ± 15*5° east of north and that the horizontal portion of cloud- 

to-ground events was similarly aligned. The alignment in this case, 

however, was roughly perpendicular to the direction of storm motion. 

Teer (1973) suggested that the alignment might be induced by the geo¬ 

magnetic field. 

There also appears to be a tendency for the lightning to be 

aligned in the Colorado storm. Although there were too few events to 

calculate a meaningful average for the storm, the average azimuth of 

each of the events seems to lie in the first quadrant east of north. 

However, some pattern in the orientation of the channels relative to 

the location of precipitation would be as valuable as the azimuth of 

alignment. There are two possible patterns in the data. Both are ten¬ 

tative, since there are too few events in this study to give the rela¬ 

tionships a sound statistical base. 

The first relationship is that lightning channels often appear 

to follow either along the edge of reflectivity contours or parallel to 

them. This can be seen, for example, in Figures 4.7» 4.19, and 4.20. 

A comparison of Figures 4.21 and 4.22, which show the same event on 

contours at two elevation angles, demonstrates that the contour that is 

followed can be above or below the lightning, and so not visible at the 

level of the lightning. The testing of this relationship in our data 

requires more careful determination of the three dimensional contours 

near the lightning channels, as well as more lightning events to study. 

However, Proctor (1974) also sees lightning channels frequently fol- 
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lowing the edge of precipitation contours in a storm in South Africa, 

and Krehbiel et al. (l9?6) shows data for two flashes that could bear a 

similar interpretation. 

The second relationship is that one end of the lightning channel 

usually was in the region outside the 30 dBZ contour near the array 

spread, while the other end tended to point toward a region into which 

a radar contour was expanding. The earliest events we analyzed pointed 

to one of two regions: either the contour south of the arrays, which 

had recently grown rapidly from the west, or an arm in the contour west 

of the arrays that was growing during the first two series of radar 

scans shown. (See, for example, Figures 4.6 and 4.1l). Later, when 

the storm was dissipating in these two regions and the contour was ex¬ 

panding into a region southwest of the array spread, lightning tended 

to point toward this new expansion, as in Figure 4.19. The time reso¬ 

lution in the radar contours is not sufficient to determine whether the 

the radar enhancement or changes in the orientation of the lightning 

occurred first. 

4.2.4 Dual Events 

Teer (1973) found eight events where there were two groups of 

lightning activity separated by a region which contained no points 

detectable by reconstruction analysis. There were no later electric 

field changes in his record that could be associated with the farther 

group of lightning locations to identify it as a new event and to bring 

the locations closer. One possible explanation, suggested by Teer 

(1974), is that one flash triggered another, so that there were two 
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separate channels associated with one change in the electric field (a 

change occurring within about 0.5 sec). 

The electric field change meter used in Colorado was of a better 

design than the one used in Arizona by Teer (1973)* allowing detection 

of small changes in the electric field that would have been below the 

level of the noise during heavy rainfall in Arizona. In the Colorado 

data, the event at 18:21:15 appeared to be a dual event in our initial 

analysis. However, closer examination of the electric field revealed a 

small field change at 18:21:45, and associating that field change with 

the second group of points in the dual event resulted in the channel 

shown for 18:21:45 in Figure 4.20. For this case, we were able to find 

an alternate explanation to what appeared to be a dual event. 

4.3 Future Work Planned 

We have just made some tentative observations about data taken 

during the storm on 25 July 1972. Of these observations, only the ex¬ 

istence of significant horizontal structure has been corroborated by 

several other observers in other storms (je .g., Teer and Few. 1974; 

Ogawa and Brook, 1969* Workman et al,. 1942; and Krehbiel et al.. 1974), 

although some of the other observations have been reported once or 

twice, as mentioned earlier. One of our future goals, therefore, will 

be to test these observations by reconstructing more lightning channels 

for which we have radar data. 

We would hope that, in the course of this analysis, other rela¬ 

tionships between thunderstorm dynamics and lightning discharges could 

be found. There were one or two examples in the data we analyzed that 
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suggested relationships. For example, it is interesting that, while 

the storm was dissipating over most of the region south of the array 

spread, the contour actually grew slightly toward the arrays in a re¬ 

gion where lightning frequently passed, and it persisted until the last 

scan shown, when it appeared to he dissipating, too. This again raises 

the possibility that lightning might prolong or enhance the formation 

of larger hydrometeors. However, it is extremely easy to misinterpret 

one example; it cannot be taken as observational evidence for a rela¬ 

tionship, but can only alert us to test it in future observations. 

It is also possible that there will be more information avail¬ 

able for storms we study in the near future. In Colorado, there were 

measurements of updraft velocities and of hail, which may be available 

for times we study in storms. The more recent experiment in Florida, 

as part of the Thunderstorm II project during the summer of 1976, had 

ground wind sensors, rawinsondes, weather radar, a network of electric 

field change meters, and a host of other experiments, examining the 

same group of storms simultaneously. Both of these collections of 

experiments are much more valuable than any single experiment in stud¬ 

ying the complex nature of thunderstorms. They provide the expectation 

that significant improvement in our understanding of thunderstorms will 

be made in the next few years. 
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FIGURES 4.5-4.30 

Lightning Locations Superimposed 
on Reflectivity Contours 

For these figures, points from ranging analysis are 

denoted hy Q; points from reconstruction analysis for array 1, 

by +; and points from reconstruction analysis for array 2, by À. 

The curved solid lines represent 30 dBZ contours from the 10-cm 

NCAR radar at Grover. Dotted lines represent 40 dBZ contours; 

dashed lines, 50 dBZ contours. The large cross in the plan view 

marks the origin. The time and elevation angle of the PPI radar 

contour are given in the individual figure captions. Each verti¬ 

cal contour is from the series of scans that includes this PPI 

contour. In most cases, it is a vertical cross section made 

along a north-south line through the origin. In Figures 4.6 and 

4.7» a different vertical cross section is used. The line along 

which the vertical contour was made is shown in the plan projec¬ 

tion for these two cases. The time shown in the figure is the 

time when the lightning flash occurred. 
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Figure 4.5! Event at 18s07:5^ with 5° radar scan at I8:09s^3* (See 

caption, page 9k.) 
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Figure 4.7s Event at 18:08:58 with 5° radar scan at 18:09:43. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.9* Event at 18*12:48 with 5° radar scan at 18:09*43. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.12: Event at 18:16:01 with 4° radar scan at 18:15:17. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.13: Event at 18:17:24 with 5° radar scan at 18:15:35. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.14: Event at 18:18:10 with 6° radar scan at 18:16:02. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.15s Event at 18s19*25 with 5° radar scan at 18:15:35» (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.16: Event at 18:19:25 with 5° radar scan at 18:21:11. (See 
caption, page 94.) 
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Figure ^.17: Event at 18:20:29 with 5° radar scan at 18:21:11. (See 

caption, page 9^0 
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Figure 4.18: Event at 18:20:29 with 6° radar scan at 18:21:29. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.19s Event at 18:21:15 with 4° radar scan at 18:21:02. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.20: Event at 18:21:45 with 5° radar scan at 18:21:11. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.21s Event at 18:22:03 with 5° radar scan at 18:21:11. (See 
caption, page 9^-) 
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Figure 4.22s Event at 18:22:03 with 6° radar scan at 18:21:29. (See 
caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.23s Event at 18:22:03 with 5° radar scan at 18:26:27. (See 
caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.24s Event at 18:23*20 with 5° radar scan at 18:21:11. (See 
caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.25* Event at 18:24:05 with 5° radar scan at 18:26:2?. (See 
caption, page 9^-*) 
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Figure 4.26s Event at 18:24:57 with 5° radar scan at 18î26:27. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.27s Event at 18s26s 11 with 5° radar scan at 18s26s2?. (See 

caption, page 9^*) 
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Figure 4.28s Event at 18:27:23 with 6° radar scan at 18:26:54. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.29s Event at 18:28:20 with 6° radar scan at 18:26:54. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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Figure 4.30s Event at 18:29:13 with 6° radar scan at 18:26:54. (See 

caption, page 94.) 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we will present a brief discussion of radar 

operation and interpretation in meteorology. The material for the dis¬ 

cussion is drawn from Battan (1959)* Mason (l9?l), and Wilson and 

Miller (19?2). Readers interested in a more detailed treatment of 

radar are referred to these sources. 

A.l Description of Radar 

Radar works by sending out powerful electromagnetic pulses 

(usually on the order of 100 kW) and detecting the energy back- 

scattered by targets. There are four basic components that accomplish 

this task: (l) a transmitter to generate the radiated energy, (2) an 

antenna and its reflector to radiate and shape the beam of radiated 

energy and to intercept back-scattered energy, (3) a receiver to detect 

amplify, and condition the signal for display or recording, and (4) a 

device to display or record the signals. Usually one antenna is used 

for both radiating and receiving. An automatic switch disconnects the 

receiver from the antenna during transmission to avoid damaging the 

receiver. 

The choice of operating wavelength depends on what is being 

studied. More radiation is back-scattered at shorter operating wave¬ 

lengths, all else being equal. However, the attenuation of the radia¬ 

tion is greater, so a compromise is necessary. For studies of rainfall 

10-cm radar usually is necessary to penetrate the cloud droplets. For 
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studies of clouds that do not contain precipitation, 3~cm radar usually 

is used. Other wavelengths are possible. Several standard bands, 

shown in Table A.l, are used to denote the operating wavelength. 

The sensitivity of the radar is limited by the noise level of 

the receiver. For 10-cm sets, the minimum detectable power is about 

2 X 10 ^ Wj for 3-cm, about 5 X 10 ^ W. The sensitivity is deter¬ 

mined at any given time by the gain control, which must be adjusted so 

the weaker signals in which one is interested can be detected and so 

the stronger signals will not saturate the system. The range of signal 

strength that can be detected (called dynamic range) can be increased 

by various compressing schemes. 

The maximum angular resolution in the location of a target is 

determined by the shape and size of the beam. Here again, compromise 

is necessary. A narrower beam has better resolution, but illuminates 

only a small portion of a storm at a give time and requires a larger 

reflector on the antenna. Meteorological radar -usually vise symmetrical 

beams, having angular widths on the order of a few degrees. Different 

shapes and sizes can be used, depending on the application. 

The maximum resolution in the measured range is half the pulse 

TABLE A.l: Operating Bands of Meteorological Radar 

p 
(Hz) 

}. 
(cm) 

Band V 
(Hz) 

> 
(cm) 

Band 

3 x io10 1 K 3.0 x io9 10 S 

1 X 1010 3 X 1.5 x 109 20 L 

6 X 109 5 c 
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length (the pulse duration V multiplied by c). Typically, V is about 

ly^sec, so the maximum resolution in range is about 150 m. The maximum 

range is one-half the period between radiated pulses. 

There are three modes in which radar echoes are usually dis¬ 

played in meteorology: (l) A-scope, (2) range-height indicator (RHl), 

and (3) plan-position indicator (PPl). The A-scope displays the back- 

scattered signal's intensity as a function of range and is used when 

accurate intensity measurements are needed. 

RHI displays the height of the echo as a function of the slant 

range. The strength of the received signal modulates the brightness of 

the spot displaying it, allowing qualitative determination of the 

strength of the echo. For this type of display, the radar scans in a 

vertical plane, which can be fixed or slowly changing in azimuth. 

PPI is the most widely used mode in meteorology. It displays a 

plan view of the echo in polar coordinates centered on the radar. As 

for the RHI mode, the brightness of the displayed echo indicates its 

strength. In this mode, the radar scans in azimuth, with elevation 

fixed or changing slightly during a single scan. Thus, it is easier 

(and more common) to display the echo as a function of slant range at a 

given elevation angle rather than to display it as a function of hori¬ 

zontal range at a given altitude. 

A.2 Interpreting the Radar Echo 

In order to interpret the received signal, we need some rela¬ 

tionship between it and a parameter of the target. The simplest rela¬ 

tionship in meteorology relates power to cross section of the target, 
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and this is the relationship utilized in making reflectivity contours. 

Its derivation will now be sketched. 

If a transmitter radiates isotropically, the power per unit area 

on the surface of a sphere of radius r is 

4 rr r2 
(A.l) 

where P^ is the transmitted power. An antenna directs the radiation, 

however, so the power within its beam would be increased by a factor G, 

which is the gain of the antenna over an isotropic radiator. A target 

of cross-sectional area A^ at distance r will then intercept 

*t GA
T 

4 Tf r2 
(A.2) 

We next assume that the particle isotropically reradiates all 

intercepted radiation without absorption. The radar antenna will then 

intercept 

P-t & A
T Ae 

(4TTr2)2 
(A.3) 

where Ae is the effective cross-sectional area of the antenna. Battan 

(1959) gives 

A e 
G 
4rr (A.4) 

and 

8 rr Aa 

3 -x2 
(A.5) G 
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where Aa is the apertural area of the antenna. Equation A.5 is an 

approximate, semiempirical expression. Substituting these last two 

expressions into Equation A.3 gives 

pt Aa2 AT 

9 tr X2 r4 
(A.6) 

Since targets do not usually scatter isotropically, it is con¬ 

venient to introduce a back-scattering cross section, G . This is 

defined as the cross-sectional area of an isotropic scatterer that 

would return the same amount of power to the antenna as would the back- 

scattering target. Then 

pt Aa2 Gr 

9 1T "X2 r4 
(A.7) 

In meteorology, the radar illuminates a large group of targets, 

such as raindrops. We can write the total power received from n tar¬ 

gets as 

P r 

pt V 

9 ft "X2 r*' I<7i •Î =1 

(A.8) 

The power back-scattered from a collection of hydrometeors fluc¬ 

tuates from pulse to pulse due to the relative motions of the hydro¬ 

meteors; interference in the returned signal varies as the relative 

positions of the scatterers change. In measuring cloud reflectivity, 

the returned power is more representative of conditions in the storm if 

it is averaged over several independent pulses. Bartnoff (1952) and 

Fieisher (1953) have determined that it takes between 4 msec and 
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20 msec for hydrometeors to rearrange themselves sufficiently for the 

power return to be independent of its value for an initial pulse. 

Denoting an average over independent pulses by P^, we can write 

2 n 

Pr = 
■^t Aa 

2 L.  
9 rr v * 101 (A.9) 

where the summation is over all targets illuminated by a radar pulse at 

distance r from the antenna. This equation usually is written in terms 

of the radar reflectivity 7J as 

_ Pt Aa v n 
Pr = 

9 rr >2 
(A.10) 

where V is the volume illuminated by a radar pulse and 

(A.11) 

One of the difficulties in interpreting radar echoes is finding 

an appropriate expression for Yj. From the Mie theory of scattering, 

Gunn and East (195^) showed that for a spherical particle with a diam¬ 

eter D, such that D« the expression for is 

^5 n6 , 2 A . 2 fr p fin - II 

X
4
 IIQ

2
+ 2/ 

(A.12) 

where m is the complex index of refraction. Then 

IK»2 

(A.13) 
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where K = (m2 - l) (m2 + 2)-^ and n^_ is the average number density of 

particles with diameter Dj_. The radar reflectivity factor Z is then 

defined as 

Z = Zn^6 (A.14) 

allowing us to write 

n 7r5 M2 z 
(A.15) 

If we assume the radar beam is uniform over a horizontal width r 0, a 

vertical height r 6, and a depth cTf / 2 (v is the pulse duration), 

then V ~ TT r2 0 0 c-Tf / 8, and 

*5 
77^ Pt 

A
a

2 6 0 c ^ M2 z 

72 >6 r2 
(A.16) 

Equations A.15 and A.l6 are based on a number of simplifying 

assumptions and so must be modified slightly before being used in care¬ 

ful interpretation of data from radar. Since they display most of the 

functional dependencies on parameters of the target, however, we will 

not discuss the modifications, but refer the reader to the sources 

given at the beginning of this appendix. As an example of information 

contained in the two equations, consider the dependence on |KJ . At a 

wavelength of 10 cm, IKI is approximately 0.93 for water drops between 

0° C and 20° G, while it is approximately 0.19 for ice particles having 

a density of 1 gm cm~^ and no liquid on their surfaces. Thus, reflec¬ 

tivity is much higher from water drops than from ice particles that are 

completely frozen. 
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From Equation A.14, we see that Z depends on the drop size 

spectrum and is, therefore, also closely related to the rainfall rate. 

Since the drop size spectra vary somewhat from storm to storm, the rel¬ 

ationship between Z and rainfall rate would also vary somewhat. How¬ 

ever, a search was made by several investigators for a relationship 

typical of most storms, by comparing the average value of Z for periods 

of a storm with the rainfall rate measured in a network of rainfall 

gauges. The relationship that is considered most representative was 

proposed by Marshall and Palmer (1948): 

Z = 200 R1,60 (A.17) 

where R is the rainfall rate in mm hr and Z is in mmD m--'. This 

estimate is within a factor of 2 for most storms outside the tropics. 
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